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It is in the silence which must be
the time of “hearing”. Hatonn present and this may be shared but it is
a specific lesson for Dharma who
cannot find respite to “meditate”
and “listen”. The message varies
not one iota from that which is
given to ALL!
The bombardment upon your senses
4s for specific reason--to distract
you from your purpose and mission-sidetracking you into channels of
worldly and physical attention and
hopefully, compromise. You ask in
total intent of service Shat you be
protected from this “thing” which is
consuming the senses of “man” and
from your heart intent in petition do
I respond periodically and assist you
each
to sort of directions.
“personal” fragment needing attention from the location and gathering
which automatically comes as ones
seek and find their own directions,
the pressures mount until the goal is
lost in the chaff pile of “other’s”
wheat gleanings.
No matter how “good” the intent of
“suggestors” into the operations and
perceived “better ways”, comes the

Homeless’. . .pg 5
Watergating Bush.. .pg 6
Protocols.. .pg 10

There is only one truth
hidden (especially from the one
projecting the “better way”) confusion and distraction. Ones do have
very valid input regarding very
earthly matters; Ed Y. has exceptional insight and structuring capability--but, it will not work for the
masses for he has intellectual capacity beyond their ability to comprehend that which is most simple
unto himself. I too, as an example,
am sick unto vomit having to continue to consider the lineage
the
so-called, self-styled, self-named
“Jews” who are frog the Khazars
and before that, the evil tribes of
the adversary. But we will have to
reveal the truth of the lineage lest
no man actually see and learn the
origin of the deceit for it is too far
back in perceived creation of Earth
to understand otherwise.

THAT WHICH HE “THINKS” IS
TRUTH AND THRUSTS IT
UPON ANOTHER AS ‘ITHE
ONLY WAY” is the downfall.
Still, it is the responsibility of the
who
the
which is at disadvantage for he has
just given his power unto another
physical being’s hands. To accomplish that which must be accomPlishd if You are to change a masslide
note, is to work within that which
1s and Show a better WaY in ALL
things--not in selected facets which
affect self alone.
Consider that
which YOU do against that which
you express (for whatever Purpose)
before you clean thine brother’s
doorstep of snow--perhaps the
brother desired the cleansing quality
of the snow upon his doorway--if
nothing more, perhaps, than to
The next, Dharma, is an attempt to block entry of intruders upon his
set local individual personalities time and presence.
into preferred slots and authority-clinging to self-perceived direc- What Little Crow, further, is telling
tions. Little Crow will project unto
you that “there are many truths”-NO--there IS ONE TRUTH and
myriads of ways of expressing it. It
is when ONE “MAN” TAKES 1.You ones seem to have need of
‘limits and delineations of expression
so that you can say, “Do this and
you go to Hell” and “Do this and
you go to Heaven”. Both are the
New Age police.. .pg 13
same, can you not see this? So,
Middle East review
wherein lies the difference? In action and in presence or absence of
part two...pg 15
God. Hell is simply a place in abPower of unity...pg 16
I sence of God and is thus classified
as the void or absence of KNGWING or absence of Light--darkness.
It is neither “right” nor “wrong”-IT & So what is the point? The
point is that Man is created with
himself as fragment and reflection
of the God “Idea” manifest.
with soul essence established from

you is that you cannot save, fix or
drag another into anything and you
shouldn’t even presume to “t$’ .
The word fits (try) for you will not
do of
ober than stir controversy and
more
in your
To effect
you “lead” in the pufity of “truth”
of each individual’s sovereign
Inright” to self-belief and only in
that way will brother follow the
titular
individual,
way may not be HIS BEST WAY.
Man will follow the lie and/or the
“tradition” until he sees that it is incorrect--or continue to follow for he
lees that it IS CORRECT. Man
seeks one with Godness and yet, he
must select the truth from the lies in
order to learn his own path even
though it may take additional eons
of pain and experience to isolate
that which is Godly from that which
is not.
_.

and
the Source of Creation will always
seek oneness with that Lighted
Mother/Father. ‘All “men” do not
even seek that “God of Light” for
they have ceased to function as a reflection of God of Creation and become solely a reflection of the sensual physical manufacturing processes of that which is against God.
We describe that one as bearing
“evil” for the definition of “evil” is
the act of distracting a being from
his soul attainment of oneness with
God of Creation. In your clever
slang--“...It is a lousy job but
.
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Oneness of perfection

Why then, do you not receive as
does Little Crow--simply speaking
for self in great puffs of wisdom
and somehow separate personal human self from that speaker? Because, and I believe even Little
Crow will now recognize the DIFFERENCE in your receiving and
his, you do not receive as does he.
You are a translator of that which
we give unto you in our own manner and you merely project it while
efforting to have Godly attitudes
and Truth in your living expression.
It is without YOUR OPINION and

ligions which are presented in direct
projection from the evil Elite. Your
very “word of God” is the biggest
lie of all--it is but an extension of
Protocols built to give sequence
clues to the readers and allow the
adversary to manipulate you into
following his pathway without
question or reason. Blindly follow
a trumped-up lie so that you end up
believing on a conjured “Man”
(Jesus, for instance), rather than
reasoning and turning unto Creator-

-spiritual God.
I repeat--“Jesus”
was a name given by the Christ’s
it is from the printed word that the arch enemy, Saul of Tarsus (dubbed
attempt is ngw being made to leave Paul) who set about methodically
it without Earth OPINION.
Each building a “religion” to suit the
has a differing mission and yours is needs of the adversary and calling it
not to BE THE teacher--only reiay goodness. This is THE prime charI rather
the teachings, for you have accepted acteristic of the adversary.
honor the miserable beast for he
an additional step of fragmentation
in order to serve a different purpose does his job so effectively and completely with you as the destroyed
in the overall whole.
while he practices his deceit and

Are there other speakers and do you
have to discern the personal intent
of each? No--it is none of your
business to judge another even if
they be the greatest liar since Lucifer. Judge that which is given at
EACH GIVING FORTH. Is truth
the foundation or is it lie and does it
You have NO RIGHT to
vary?
judge another--only that which is
presented, and you are EACH given
into knowing whether it be in truth
You have
or variations thereof.
based your entire existence as a nation and a “Christian” people on re-

the moment regardless of the intent

The adversary chose a nice time in
evolution and growth of the planet
and species to “begin Creation” and
“begin history”, then he simply
outlaid the happenings of other experiences--knowing all the while
you would march to his drum.
YOU

So why Space Command? Because
you have lost your way--you who
would come home to God in Truth
and find rest and peace. You have
purpose of expression and you
must, therefore, experience.
We
are only here to remind you that
you are experiencing and you have
been deliberately caused to FORGET how the play goes--in other
When
words to REMEMBER.

in foolish and stupid ways and destroyed, which is ALL that physical
expression can do for it must function with that which IS physical, so
it’s tools are you of the sensing
vibration. Remember that pain and
pleasure in this sensing world is a
the physical
“perception’‘--i.e.,

places of the greatest pleasure also
can bring the worst pain in different
circumstances.

of the writer. And yet, what man
does with the writings will be his You ones continually desire to suck

own conclusion
regarding them-however, if they go not forth, few
will be touched. Will it matter?
Yes, we will have
Yes and no.
served our mission and some will
hear and act and shorten their journey in darkness.
Others will avoid
and change and corrupt the very
word you bring for, as with the
Holy Bible, it is obvious that which
has happened.
Man has simply
projected his own way and calls it
games upon you while you beat his God’s to further his own physical
drum for the marchers unto their human desires. It will be no differown limitations and misery in per- ent with ANY printed word--only
ception.
the truth borne within the silence of

_

someone has to do it.” You think it
represents other than a “lousy” job-that it looks like the evil get all the
goodie!? Do they? Then why are
they not at peace, and in confusion
and torment?
Because the fragmentation of Creator God is to
cause all ones to desire the retuming unto God in like form. A cat,
for instance, will never be a dog.
The cat may end up in great similarity to a dog through training and
practice but never the two shall be
the same. The cat will find no
peace in being the dog--the cat will
only find perfection in the perfection of cathood. That is neither evil
nor good--IT IS.

enough “REMEMBER” then the
play will change--it MUST. This is
what Little Crow tries to express
unto you, chela--only our “thrust”
is in differing methods. It becomes
obvious that with some billions of
expressing fragments, the WORD
must go forth in abundance--but the
printed word is always changed to
suit the adversary and the need of

the soul will prevail as the ultimate
TRUTH--but both are necessary at
this time of migration and evolution
of a species and the change of a
Mother Planet who has birthed you
as a species.
You, “Little Brothers”, as the
blessed “Elders” will remind you-have killed your Mother, and the
Earth will end for you have killed
her. But you cannot kill anything-only bind into prison and destruction and torture, and she will fling
you off as the vermin you have become upon her wondrous perfection. Does it matter? Yes and no.
She will heal of self and cast you
out--no, it matters not to her for she
KNOWS THE TRUTH OF IT. It
matters to you for you prolong your
journey back within the Oneness of
perfection and thus the lonely journey seeking oneness and peace
within perfection.
But even that
must be individual in the choosing.
You have, as “Little Brothers”,
stolen the very balance of her earth
construction and removed her wondrous treasures which allowed her
full balance of rain and warmth-minerals and life. You have acted

me, for instance, into your physical
realm of do and don’t. No, I am a
Commander with a mission--I will
NOT play your games of physical
I will walk with you
foolishness.
and hopefully,
share wisdom--the
greatest of that wisdom is to make
you realize that it is YOU who
chooses and I do nothing save cause
you to face your journey and REMEMBER that which you ARE!
How much do we interfere?

NOT

ONE IOTA! We only act where
“invited” within and then we will
protect unto infinity but he who
thinks he will “ride along” on the

ticket of another will be sorely
brought up to his own responsibility
or lack thereof.
You precious beings who seek to
find why some of the most strange
circuits within this specific dwelling
do not have electricity--let me share
a happening and perhaps it will give
insight or possibilities.
I told you that attack has been severe upon my scribe. I told you
that the enemy had been allowed
within the “curtain” of overall protection--note the circuits out of order and then hold your breath until
The lines were
you turn pale.
charged to kill Dharma, and Oberli
if he got in the way, and you will
find the full circuits not affected--,
only the ones which had to be disrupted to stop the blast set to kill.
The electronics were charged to hit
her and if the inner blasts didn’t do
the trick--the ones outside her room
would hit upon walking through the
escape routes to safety--you will
find malfunction just outside the

Have you lost your way?
What has happened? You have lost
your direction and forgotten the
truth of the workings and you now.
find yourselves in total chaos--read
the sequence of clues and events
from the book of the Adversary-called your Holy Bible! It is NOT
a book of directions from God--it is
the first roadmap of the adversary
to get all of you on the same road to
his “Hell”. You bit it off hook,
line and sinker and now he tells you
not to hear reason nor Truth and
you march along with your eyes,
ears and intelligence shrouded in
bindings.
I CARE NOT--FOR I AM COME
TO RECLAIM GOD’S PEOPLE--I
CARE NOT ONE IOTA ABOUT
THOSE WHO DO NOT WISH TO
COME WITH ME FOR THAT IS
THEIR
RIGHTFUL
EXPERIENCE.
I AM NOT HERE TO

to the hallway, also, although
the same type of malfunction. I
also remind you that you are working presently with robotic transplants and you remain in great jeopardy--all you need do is look at the
confusion factor around certain beings. Robotics can only function
according to the “downloading” information and programming. They
are usually only a tool and understand not but are the “other end of
the line” as a tool or conduit.
When they come into fire they become even more confused and erratic and will self-destruct.

“SAVE” ANYTHING--NOTHING!
I AM HERE TO PICK UP MY
BRETHREN AND ESTABLISH A
REMNANT TO SEE MOTHER
THROUGH THE TRANSITION
AND THEN BRING GOD’S PEOPLE HOME--NO MORE AND NO
LESS. I SHALL NOT DO MORE
BUT NEITHER WILL I DO ANY
LESS.
You have forgotten your way on
your planet and have turned to those
who give false testimony and witness. You wish to be saved by
“another” other than yourselves.
You have actually ceased to have
respect or love for self or any other
being. It is NOT possible to have
another save you nor you to save
another. You will cease looking fo;
“salvation” outside of self for it is
NOT out there somewhere--only a
few hints of directions can be offered. Ones will bring you infor-

I repeat--the battle is for the “soul”
of Man. I have also told you that
“life” was created from elemental
matter--actually, specifically I mentioned Tel Aviv in about your year
1952--with viruses. I also told you
that we are now here because you
have also learned how to “create”
death. Since you cannot “kill” soul
as you recognize it and we have no
such thing as death--then you must
realize that my use of the term
“death” and yours is most different
and in total opposition to your
thought of same. YOU CAN NOW
CREATE DEATH ON YOUR
PLANET, OF SOUL. IT IS NOT
Diona is projecting most accurately PERMITTED TO PREVAIL AND
and herein I specifically refer to the IT IS THE ULTIMATE BATTLE
replicas Gorbachev and Yeltsin. OF THE HIGHEST “CAUSE”.
Gorbachev has served his purpose
and will be less and less visible Let us refer to this adversary, to
from time to time for the strain is make it easy for description, as Saweak now. It also becomes time to tan and Creator as God. God proconsider retiring Bush for his strain jects (creates) the entity of Himself
is weak now, also.
Soon Gor- called “YOU” and you are immorbachev, for instance, will not need tal--to experience and return within
to manifest in the human form for that oneness. The point is to desuch long periods of time. He was stroy as many of those fragments as
and is a Key player in the New possible in order to make the evil
World Order Plan 2000. He did physical experience THE only expewhat he was supposed to do--bring rience which is the domain of Sathe next phase of power into that tan, with, hopefully, the absence of
power--this time via a puppet called God to annoy him in his games and
He cannot, hqwever,
.Yeltsin to further the facade of pleasures.
have immortality and, therefore,
democratic process.

mation--but that is all it is--information. Unless you take it within
and determine its Truth and your
role within that Truth in your own
individual
DO not
yourselves to be destroyed needlessly.
DO not lose the great beauty that is
yourself. You must turn within and
know your own truth. We of the
Lighted Brotherhood wait upon you
to awaken and remember.
We
would desire that ALL would
choose the Light of Life and move
with us into the higher realms of
That, however, is
“REALITY”.
not our right nor mission to choose
for you. We come to give assistance in any manner possible but it
is only you who must choose the
path. If there is going to be any
“saving” done--you will do it for
self. No one is going to come and
“take you up” and you had best be
making your own preparations for
that transition. That means you had

must continue to replicate and
“manufacture” from that which IS
physical and, meanwhile, hold
hostage the living fragments of God
to hopefully come up with a way of
expressing immortality at some
point of evolvement.
With the use of Prana Waves used
in the right manner, not only is the
body killed but the soul essence is
so disrupted as to preclude its ability to reconstruct from its own
DNA, if you will. However, when
you ask ” . ..why doesn’t Evil just go
ahead and wipe out those of us who
remain with intact souls and he
wins?” Because God is ultimate in
Creation and Satan can’t--he can
only control that which is attached
to the physical alone. He can slay
the soul fragments but he crosses
the “thou shall not” barrier set forth
by God Creator and the repercussions are most uncomfortable for
him for God can “uncreate” the
whole mess in a split second. God
leaves the experience for you to
finish and, hopefully, we win
through Truth and Wisdom--whatever the journey may be--ALL
WILL EXPERIENCE IT AND
THERE WILL BE NO ESCAPE
FROM THE EXPERIENCE!
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best be getting the facts quite
straight or
will be waving
goodbye to the last shipload out of
the pit.
You must make your
preparations on ALL levels of your
existence that you might be ready
, when the trumpet sounds. For it
will be loud indeed and will be your
call to Life, and the sound will be
unmistakable to those who are attuned to the beat of that particular
drum.

Reminder
Earth is under heavy and intentional
attack at this very moment of experience--which actually--is all there
is (this moment). You are
Yourselves to become tools, without
mind awareness, of the LIE.
can stop this but you must come to
understanding. Otherwise you are
doomed to experience the darkness
of that which will befall you in this
experience. It is your own will that
leads you and you can, if you
KNOW this, choose freedom instead. You have the ability to bring
about Freedom if you so choose-even in this third dimension of expression for it is your will; you may
choose the path for that is Creator’s
greatest gift unto you in this expression . This means, however, that
you must make the choice for freedom and then take responsibility for
ensuring that Freedom. None can
do this for you, either--only YOU
can make the differen&.
We can tell you the facts, give you
information and “how-to” on space
clearing, elevation of consciousness
and how and what is meant by
merging of multi-dimensional energies and expression, but it is up to
YOU to first choose the path. It is
your intent within self which is
heard and recognized by Creator-not the usual “Bushlips” out of the
opening in your lower faces.
Just as Truth is now abounding
from ‘THE HEART OF THE
MOTHER EARTH” so shall truth
:ome from within the Heart of your
livingness.
What will you do,
Little Brothers? Will you simply
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continue to kill of selves or will you
hear the call?
These are the points of our intended
teachings--not the foolishness which
is in activity around and about you-however, you must see that which
IS to perceive with wisdom, that
which needs be in the changing.
We have assumed that as the task at
hand, albeit it beirig a bore and a
terribly discomforting one at best.
If you, however, do not know that
which is “wrong” and “destructive”,
you cannot have a way of returning
to balance for you know not that
which has caused such unbalance.
If you perceive you upset me or
mine by your disagreements with
that which we give forth--so be it.
What you think is none of my busi-

ness, although I note that great
bunches of you try to make it my
business.
You may believe anything which you choose and if you
do not like of my projections--do
not read the material. I do suggest,
however, that you may be in error
of discernment as to reading material. My point is to “prove” no
thing! Here is that which is given
and God does not coerce, force nor
judge--you make the choices and
THEN, YOU SHALL LIVE AND
REAP THE CONSEQUENCES OF
THOSE CHOICES! WILL YOUR
REAPING BE IN GLORY AND
WONDROUS EXPERIENCE OR
M0R.E OF THE SAME RESTLESS SEARCHING? I HAVE NO
RIGHT NOR ANY INTENT OF
FORCING
YOU INTO
MY
KNOWINGNESS OTHER THAN
TO PRESENT THAT WHICH IS
GIVEN FROM THE SOURCE OF
YOUR CREATION--NO MORE
AND NO LESS. THERE WILL

“2000”

uovernment of the United States of America is now firmly in the
of the Elitist Cartel,.including
the world bankers who are dedicated
collapsing of all nations into a One World Government,by tl;te.year
The Constitution and the Bill of Ri hts are to be “abolished in .fa-

vor 0 f the Soviet-Constitution-based Unit ei Nations Universal Declaration
of I+ lman Rights. The hour is late but perhaps not tpo !ate to preserve
aranteed b our Constltutlon and Bill of
those precious freedoms
Righl s. By Hatonn $10 %BN: o-922%6-13-0
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We are given the actions we MUST take if we are going to stop these
to ether the final ieces of their
well-or anized
rou s from
WORLD WITH&J?PFREEIX%?@e
NEW WORLD ORDER).
The history of the Khazars Judeans and the Jews and how the Khazars
have labeled themselves as Zionists and Jews to deceive our lanet and to
take total control of it in the NAME OF THE ANTI-CHRIST!

CONNECTION, HOTFOOT
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn $10 ISBN: O-922356-28-9
Americans to und,erstand how their Constitution and Nation are being
stolen froA them must understand the MOSSAD CONNECTION.
The
“Thirteenth Tribe” of Israel, now self-designated as “ZIONISTS”, is m
control of both Israel and, throu h its politlcal Influence over some sixty
ercent of ‘tie U.S. Congress an cf.its working relationshlp with the White
iI ouse, the United States of America.
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ECONOMIC DISASTER,
By Hatonn

$10 ISBN: o-922356-07-6

BE MANY SPEAKERS AT THIS
FALSE
AND
SOME IN TRUTH OF GOD--YOU
WILL DECIDE AND YET, YOU

TIME--SOME

WILL FIND THE BRINGERS OF
TRUTH FROM GOD REALMS

WILL NEVER FORCE NOR
DENY ONE THING UNTO YOU-I SUGGEST YOU PONDER IT.
Dharma, I have taken quite a while
this day but you must be given into
balance also and pressures deny you
the allowance of meditation, sharing, even speaking as in “personal”
opinion to “reason” for self with
others. That is a necessary step in
fulfillment of one’s own balance-do not allow ones such as Oberli, ta
pull you away--HE ALSO NEEDS
MORE WITHIN TIME AND LESS
TENDING OF YOUR TIME--INTENT IS GOOD BUT HE KNOWS
NOT YOUR NEEDS NOR INTENT NOR CONTRACT.
REMEMBER? Balance comes in support without creating even greater
pressures upon another already under great stress.
From the pressure of the moment
we have written a most worthy message but it was not that which was
planned for the masses to receive
this day--we move as the need is
presented and you will not feel distressed in concern that you have
taken time from those very ones
you come to serve. Ah, blessings
unto those precious ones who continue to support this chela--the loving cards and carefully chosen items
which convey love and messages-YOU are the skeletal system of God
in presentation of this mighty
blessing we are co-creating--for
upon you rests the foundation of the
being we are creating--freedom and
truth manifest! CAN YOU COME
TO SEE IT? PLEASE ALLOW
OUR CO-CREATION TO BIRTH
IN BEAUTY AND NOT BE
MORE MUTATION OF THE LIE-IT IS UP TO YOU FOR IT IS

THROUGH YOUR HANDS THAT
IT MUST BE PERFECTED.
SALU.

” rey-men” and. the ,secret government
~~~~~~~~~~‘0~~~~~~~~~
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Book MASTERCARD or VISA ORDERS:
or send
of 30 Phoenix Titles America West Pub.,
check to: (or request
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Please allow us a bit of rest time.
Children, be at peace and come
within balance--but do not sit on
your backsides complaining--get up
and give life--life. So be it. Hatonn to&ep aside at ready.
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Shifting
sands
LSwe come to commune this day
llow a moment to settle the dus
rom the flight feathers, please. I
as been a wondrous week of worl
nd fun which I would like to share
dith all for YOU are our “group”ot just the ones who sit within the
earing of a voice.
Tirst, the
PAPER FORMAT)

got

off

the

bressline. It is our hope that as WI
nove -along “1” will only be ;
contributor” and “editor of sorts
or there is so very much informa
ion needing to reach you and yol
leed as much as possible from you
bwn dimension. Truth is pourin;
birth through the cracks better thal
:ver before in history for you whl
doubt and desire facts. So man:
lad requested extra copies that thl
oad got so great that it was decidec
o simply send a hundred copies o
;o to most of the regular subscriber
LSsorting time was eliminated i
order to reach you with the “timely
nformation--which, by the way, i
llready obsolete as to world hap
jenings. As we move into “habit
‘unction we will be doing far bette

In the updating--perhaps I shall b
;iving you advance information

an

illowing the .others to support it i
:he upcoming paper each week
rhis is a very “real” problem to th
publishers and distributors .who ELI
ieeking to give you the same levt
If CURRENT

information--pleas

ibide with them until the “human
:an work these “superhuman” feats

One “wonderful” problem is th;
the Constitution Law Center is no
actively operating so please begin I
send all of your information and rl
ferrals for our lawyers MUST g
up to speed and quickly indeed. (
Gene Dixon and Scott Tips wi
head the Center and the end result
to be the operation of an actual ce
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tifying of legal assistants under the
Constitution who can work from a
full network of resources.
Further, this week the Advanced
Building Technology group got its
running “gun” and the wondrous
building technology will be an approved and available entity in any
size from tiny to elongated, underground to multi-level, and will
come eventually in modular settions. It is a business opportunity
which probably will not be open for
very long for this building technolOgy will come in for far less than
half of any other and will be beauteous in addition to being secure,
pulse resistant and radioactive sheltering even “above” ground. The
first building should be going up on
“slab” for replication in many sizes
and heights beginning in Tehachapi
in February. This means that tooling and industrial facilities will also
become “in place”. Also, there will
be a thrust to provide, nationwide,
extremely low-cost housing for,
say, migrant workers (in conjunction with the Farm Workers), and
plans and blueprints for senior care
centers, etc., as rapidly as financing
and time of the original workers are
The prototype compoavailable.
nents will be built and engineered
first in Hemet (where the first tooling operation is already located) to
avoid winter climate in the local
area.
I remind all of you that we
promised to make available this information in timely manner for so
many of you have asked’how and
when you can participate in actual
At this
investments of projects.
point these ones are still doing these
things with that which they alone
have upon which to start, for the
publications are still running at less
than “break-even”. This now gives
you ability to select anything that
gives you joy in which to
participate in a very basic business
manner--with total integrity.
With this technology these ones will
immediately begin on the first of
the underground growing research
centers. This will consist of long,
underground or partially underground, facilities where hydroponic
and airponic food growing can be
.

undertaken for you are already into
food shortage--even if you have not
noticed it. Last year your Elite and
govemment GAVE Gorbachev direct shipments of your reserve grain
which finished’ off your reserves
and, in addition, gave him future
pr&don
contracts ami treaty
agreements for same. If the earthquake doesn’t break the aqueduct
system of higation to your garden
belt of the San Joaquin and Imperial
Valleys of California, it is intended
to disable them at any rate, so you
are already in serious trouble. You
must find alternative and private
control of systems of intensified
growing facilities. You can do it if
you want to--the choice is yours
alone but these ones can no longer
carry the load. For you who have
supported this activity--words are
not sufficient to adequately thank
you.
Mr. Rick Martin has resigned from
America West to join more closely
with these project activities. He is
superb at project presentations and
will act as liaison and coordinator
for and among the various projects
whereby Hatonn and brotherhood
can more easily monitor ALL activities for God relinquishes not,
His authority over integrity.
I realize that you ones will be
missing your contact with Rick-and
that in no way shall cease--all correspondence will come to him-through him, for Dharma as well as
these other entities, i.e., Advanced
Building Technology, Constitutional
Law Center, Information Focus,
etc. If you don’t know the “name”
just make reference to the subject
enclosed and we will get it.
Briefly, you will continue using the
address as given until changes can
be made for other box numbers and
phone service. This means we will
probably soon need other office facilities but for the present nothing
will change except addressing information to ease the load on
George and more easily get information to me, Oberli and Dharma.
You who write to any of the Masters--just address as you have been
and it will arrive in Dharma’s lap.
We will have to continue to respond
mostly through this format for we
get hundreds and hundreds of docuWE ARE
ments and letters.
AND
,HUMBLY
GRATEFUL

PLEASE DO NOT STOP SENDING THEM!! I HAVE SOME INFORMATION, FOR INSTANCE,
WH1CH w1LL BoTH AMUSE
AND CONFIRM AN INCIDENT
OF WHICH I SPOKE WEEKS
AGO.
The
is that which makes
this journey worthy. I have piles of
Constitution documents and also
“Bills”, etc., which further remove
your Constitutional rights--I simply
have no WaYto get it all intO Your
hands and therefore, we will be
turning it rapidly Over to the
Constitutional Law Center. I will,
however, review each piece of information sent through this avenue.
your identity as resource will &
ways be most carefully guarded.
we have no way to express our appreciation, for your sharing and the
wondrous way in which you personaBy give love and support to
Dharma with your precious and personal gifts of love. You have no
idea what this kind of acknowledgement gives to a weary
spirit. 1 am Sure, however, that
“Susie” would not suspect that the
h&her pouch would become a baby
bird children or that a shirt with a
tulip garden would boost the spirits
into remembering missions.
The
books are cherished for they bear
infinity within their pages and hold
the thoughts and feelings of a being
who writes them and the one who
shares them.
I shall always effort to continue to
respond to questions which are of
widespread interest such as the recent quakes in Washington and
Oregon, etc. Those are not only to
weaken the fault system stability but

in fact, are deliberately to break
loose “snags” in the major faults
and speed up the momentum now
under way in the plate turnings.
This cute little umbrella “artistic”
foolishness which is indicated to
you as “artistic presentation” is
nothing short of identifying, from
high altitudes, the faults and vortices in both Japan and California
which, when triggered, will cause
tl.,e major disruption to the massive
system of faults ami rifts. The one
in California, for instance, which is
in the Tejon pass area, is directly
pinpointing the junction of the
Garlock Fault with the San Andreas
which will trigger the massive damf%e in downtown LOS Ange1es mdp
lntended~ B*ersfie1d*
We continue to guard Dharma and
Oberli on a continual basis and are
now seen by anyone who cares to
look in the nighttime. We will only
utilize lights on the shuttles and
monitors at “time” of “shift change”
for protection
but we nd
iknticcation at ground level just as do
you. we don’t “have toIt have it
but it is giving the proper message
to the skulk craft who plan to blow
=tch it ungua,j&-that
will be a
“very, very cold day in you-knowwheretU
’
I ask that you enjoy the following
copy from the
(a major news publication) and
then note the writing which I had
given you prior to that time. Enjoy
your newly found information flow-do not distress self--you can now
begin to “act” with wisdom and receive the lies while converting them
into probable truth.

No home, no future
By MAREVABROWN
califomianstaffwriter
/

- Every night when Albert0
Castro gets off work, he looks
For a quiet place to lie low.
Parks are nice, but sometimes
he’s forced to stop the family’s
converted refrigerator, truck under
a shady tree by the side of the road,
or behind a convenience store.

can find a quiet field to bed down,
They sleep in the truck and wake
before dawn for another dyy 01
It’s no life for ‘the children, .hs!
admits. But sometimes, you have tc
do what you must to survive.
Fifteen years ago, Castro first
came to the Coachella and Sal:
Joaquin valleys to pick grapes. Hf
hoped he could build a rich life for

_
But l&t year, when his son,
Roberto,and daughter, Carolina, be:an working beside him in the
lelds, he knew their lives would
ontain few rewards.
Hekhewtheyhadbeencaughtin
he same cycle as thousands of
ther migrant children, who quit’

posed in 1988 made the costs
prohibitive.
That year, Kern County held 153
private labor camp locations. Today, the county has only 43 farmerrun facilities, run by 31 growers,
according to records in the county
Environmental Health office. They
have space for 1,499 laborers.
Many of those provide single
spaces for workers traveling alone.
Migrants with families are on their

”Watergating ” Bush

)k, I told you that the plan was eiher to assassinate Bush by the
vlossad and/or “Watergate” him
tnd/or Kenned-ize him. The plan is
rTOW to go to work and destroy
lim through scandal within the
rJoriega hearings with shifting of
‘ecus from (by the method of)
schoolin Mexico whiie theh parents
j;ates’ hearing. Note that “Ollie”
Doris the crops in California and OWL
“Before any migrants arrive,
os3 out on an Ainerican education
qorth is set to testify FOR Noriega
when the family continues ,&omove. ‘from 4 to 9 percent of the housing tnd this information will probably
stock is vacant,” according to a 1988
“I know they ‘have fallen be- state housing department study, cit- )e hitting your public viewing by
dnd,” &aid Castro, who speaks no ing “typical” Central Valley towns. his week-end.
Zngliah. “I realize the children are “At least 15 percent is substandard.
&sing ,a lot of school by moving And most of the units which owners What does this really mean? It
Iround. But a lot of times, in order are willing to rent to migrants are neans that your nation and banking
,o help yourselves,
you move substandard.”
xonomy is sitting on a time-bomb-wound a lot.”
Demand is great, so prices inAlthough- federal and state de- crease with the farm worker influx. xxhaps it would be far better if you
nogiaphers say they don’t know And per-person charges to increase Iad your funds building housing or
low, many migrant workers are landlord profits often are levied LLaw Center backed by gold than
romeless, a study completed in against families who double up.
;itting in any bank ANYWHERE
ktober 1990 for two 3arm worker
The rest of the migrants must t is your NATION under siege--not
~I~ocacy groups paints a grim pic- fend for themselves, often squeezing t Bush Baby.
;ure.
into the cramped homes of relatives
It focusas solely on C%Uornia’s or piling several families into small
hrm worker population.
rented apartments or trailers.
“Available public and. private
Some migrant field workers have
musing meets only 10 percent of the been found living in caves in Salinas
seed,” it said. “The housing the and other parts of the state.
How so America? How so that
hrm worker community occupies is
“Many of the truly migrant faminvariably old and decaying, in seri- lies are not identified and not YOUR SERVANTS in Washington
)us disrepair and lacking the usual served because they don’t stay long ;et a free BANK in which the Conunenities that make it fit for hu- in any community,” said Hedy gressmen can bounce checks, etc.,
XUIIhabitation.
Chang, a researcher at the non- unblemished nor nagged for return
. “It contributes to the destabiiaYOU would go to
of monies?
profit advocacy group California
Lion of the family and seriously Tomorrow. ‘They’re the ones who prison for the remainder of your
disrupts the development and edu- live in orchards and garages and natural life. Further, how about
cation of the children.”
grower-owned housing facilities.
“free lunches” to the tune of well
- .The report, Commissioned by La
families simply aren’t aware over $300,000 for a select few?
Coope@ivaCampesina de California of what’s available.”
The bouncing checks cqme even
and the Western Alliance of FarmSince aU federally run migrant
worker Advocates, also estimated programs include children whole from your highest “House” leaders.
the state’s 26 government43perated families have moved within the DO YOU HAVE SUCH ADVANlabor camps can accommodate only previous five years, many programs TAGE?
Well, you pay their
S’percent of the migrant
are filled with former migrants.
salaries for their services unto
who need homes.
And highly mobile parents often are YOU--perhaps they need another
N KERN COUNTY, where 1988 reluctant to enroll their children in
state estimates placed the num- school programs or other services
I ber of migrant families at be- because it’s too much trouble for a
;ween 1,200and 1,700
only short stay.
“These are bootstrap philosophy
109 government-run
cabins are
families,”
said Chang, a former First of all, the problem with
available at the North &after Farm
migrant
child.
“There’s a lot of banking and privacy fl&s my atLabor Center and another 130 at the
family
pride
in
being
self sufficient. tention through petitions.
sunset Labor Camp near Arvin.
Yes,
Both centers provide cabins to That’s one of the things that keeps there is a way to use your accounts
Earnilies from April to October. Af- them moving - they can stay self. as a resource for check cashing if
ter that, migrants are on their own, sufficient. Part of not wanting tc needed. I suggest, however, that
and usually begin migrating back to access social services comes fron:
that information must be handled
their homes in Mexico, Texas or this cultural value.”
quietly--yes,
legally--but you need
elsewhere.
CCORDING TO A 19!Xlnaa to contact Cort through the CorpoMigrants say they prefer the
tional survey prepared bj
more sanitary state-operated camps
federal demographer Rich rate Advisors for I will not write it
to farmer-run housing* But my
MlneS for the U.S. Department oj herein. I advise to sever banking
have little choice.
Labor. fewer than one-fifth of sea* connections in private format if at
Fewer and fewer local farmers sonal -agricultural workers receivt all possible or keep the attention
are $rovlding homes for field workand funds very, very minimal.
19
ers because federal regulations imCorporations fare better but how

You are NOT calling off the alert of
your flight services, either. At least
not as you think. There is a big
shifting and merging of same--getting ready to hopefully relocate to
safe locations unknown, wherein
the enemy misses blowing them
away in the first strike or
retaliation.
The papers found in Iraq are going
to reveal that your nation of the
U.S. were the ones who ultimately
did the most building of the nuclear
weaponry--far more than did Russia--Russia only gave them advance
technology beyond that which you
have. The point now is to pull attention from the area and let youthe-people focus on a probable invabion of Haiti so the massive information and disclosures can
somehow be handled behind your
backs.

Free lunch
raise? They only make about four
times the high middle-income family in your nation--annGlly--not to
mention hidden perks.
Our beloved “Political Cartoonist”,
Barry, deserves far more accolades’
than we can ever begin to give him.
I would like to have a whole issue
with nothing save his drawings, at
some point, for through humor it is
sometimes easier to give forth the
irony and preposterous examples--it
is hard for any sane person to rcalize the Truth.

IRS defense update
long that will garner protection is
also questionable. In a collapse it
doesn’t matter for the insurance
system is already bankrupt. There
will be NO GUARANTEE OF
ANY $100,000--THERE WILL BE
NO MONEY IN THAT INSURANCE FUND BY YEAR’S
END--THAT, BY YOUR OWN
AUTHORITIES.
More and more banks and institu-

Constitutional assassination
and infringements
Note that you now have an Elite
force within the IRS force. Note
also, however, that more and more
people are learning that the IRS is a
private police force serving the
banks and, particularly, as collecagents
for
the
tion
Fed(Remember--all your income tax,
etc., goes to pay the banks for interest--and against that awesome
debt of your nation to the banks
through the Federal Reserve and on
into the International Bank of Settlements in Switzerland).
Many of you know who Jonathan
May is, but do any of you know
why he was REALLY incarcerated?
Because he began a small “bank”
outside the authorized Elite system.
They sentenced him to 18

AMERICA--HOW
.

LaRouche

The

ADL has even
set

Mr. HOI-II and the photographer.
There was a retired
clergyman
(Catholic) of over 35 years of service to what he thought was God
and man. He is in his late 70’s and
appears to be rather gentle, and at
least not violent.

Mandate” costing at least $15,000
to prevent the court from allowing

the Ekkers to have any discovery
regarding the S&L, RTC or any
witnesses. YOU THE TAXPAYERS PAY FOR THE LEGAL
FEES AND THE $15,000 ONLY
BEGINS THE ENCOUNTER.
We

in view of other filthy tribks and same. They have it
along with doa.unents of exbut thgt is another Story
treme importance
being removed
which I will also someday tell.
from the court files, also had a
photographer
present as well as Letter of demand and false orders
..
. -.
recording equipment to record con- stated by same tram the Judge:
versations
as the. dwelling
was
Oct. 3, 1991
“inspected”.

and infringements of fights, and took approximately a hundred
let me catch you up on the tiny little pictures of which three of each
room (54) were entered and sent to
side crucifixion of “The Ekkers” .

the court with documented certification by the photographer.

Not only did the Judge not accept
the pictures which cost over $300 to
copies, etc. 9 made and
I filed,
- but he sanctioned them pertions are foldihg daily only to find sonally (fined) .$500 for disallow&
massive corruption all hooked to the entry into t\e house for inspection.
same people and resources. The (To see if the Ekkers “are wasting
RTC is the most corrupt branch of the premises”.) The Judge furthex
the S&L fraud network since the ordered, without constraint, another
original set-up. No, I can’t go into opportunity for Horn and photograit
herein--it is ALL in the pher to enter and inspect the
dwelling--so on the 17th they go
JOURNALS
and
please do not ask u to
time through this all “again”.
I
am going to give you verbatim the
demand received yesterday from
the &d 24 months in OUt
HORN regarding this “inspection”.
NOW you m
GE~NG
THE By the way, the RTC, through this
OUR fine upstanding Kazarian Kol Nidre
oath liar, has presented a “Writ of

:_

CONSPIRACY

At the day of the happening, this now have the proof that the rotten
“Father Cleary” told Mr. Horn to disease in this particular case goes
“get off his high-horse” and “settle all the way to the President’s lap,
down” in response to an outraged not to mention several major law
and aggressively demanding Horn. firms and dozens of corrupt politiOberli asked the lawyer (Horn) and cians, judges and lawyers. Yes, we
the photographer into the house to do keep this dwelling surrounded at
meet the guests present but said it all times.
was too intrusive and they were late
and there would be no “inspection” By-the-way-number-two.
The full
due to same. (You have to remem- i$ent is to set the stage for a frameher the day in court wherein Mr. up by placing drugs on the premises
Horn managed
to disallow
the and Calling in the law to arrest and
Ekkers, because they were four confiscate. There is NOTHING on
minutes late, to deny a meeting on the premises--not even a gun bethat date due to prior commit- yond a B-B. These ones take no
it.
drugs but are already placed under
suspect from the fact that they have
Ekkers, because it seemed appropri- a generator
a fuel tank for

After the incident, the photographer
Speaking of Constitutional assassi- went through the entire dwelling

I told you of the missed appointed
time showing up at the dwelling, of
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The “conspiracy” is blatantly obvious. There are none of the Bill of
Rights which have not been openly
Even the
and flagrantly broken.
‘amount of the fine was misstated in
Mr. Horns court document--he said
the fine was $514--clearly different
from the $500 ordered which was
bad enough.
The “RTC Writ of Mandate” is also
filled with one false statement

fol-

lowing upon another as fast as the
people can write. Since this document has been drawn
“additional” and separate law firm,
what think ye of that involvement?
@ORE AND GREATER
“CONSPIRACY It
On the same day a tfip was required
to the Mojave Municipal Court to
argue Constitutional rights to have
th’1s diesel tank in Ekker’s back
property--completely surrounded by
vacant land.

t he b asis of a citation issued months
ago. Now hold on to your hats--our
attorneys
discovered that all allo-

cations on the citation were not applicable and demanded

TRUST
RESOLUTION
Re:
:
SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE
COUNTY
OF KERN CASE
NO. 215301

In other words, readers,
a

Dear Mr. Tips:

Not only did the
Pursuant to the court’s order of pleading work--the Judge (acting
October !, 1991, granting our Mo- during regular Judge’s vacation)
tion to Compel Compliance with the ruled for time for the fabrication of
court’s September 3, 1991 discov- the, new charges to be drawn.
ery order, on October 17, l%l
when “we appear to inspect and Anyone wish to know what the new
photograph the premises, your charges will be? Location of a tank
clients have been ordered not to in- of “possibly” hazardous material on
private property in a level 5 earthterfere with the inspection.
The gr-ounds for the inspection quake zone. Also, probable cause
were set forth in the moving papers; to believe that fuel and generator
are for the purpose of growing illeyour
gal plants--for there were already
noted

“white buckets”

present

on

premises and possible building code
violations

in original.]
Signed: Steven, J. Horn

by producing

electricity

[Emphasis other than allowed by commercial
utility company.

Pertinent IRS quotes
If you are ever involved with a How times change: look what GovBank giving information
friends,
T. Coleman Andrews, Commisthe following:
of the IRS, 1956:
will say that the bank “volunteered
the information to them
”
Still don’t believe in
bank is not bound to comply with
”
be it.
robotoids and replicas? So be it.
the IRS”. This means that the IRS
won’t even stand in loyalty to their President Ronald Reagan, 1983:
2Supreme Court: Loan Association
own countemarts.
- *
vs. Topeka:

Yes, we now turn it over to, and
ask that, the lawyers now advertise
the new titles given unto them as
head of the Constitutional
Center of America. Documents of
every case we can come by will
now be entered with
ble court and the Bar Association of
all involved attorneys. We intend
to even present the cases to the International Bar Association for
“corrupt practices and intentional
intent of conspiracy against the defendants”. Will it make a difference?
go

ages himself so terribly. To eat
his own choice regarding actiol
and behaviors--right or wrong ma
ters not. But to allow this kind (
injustice which only compounds
heinous against the people of th
nation and this is only one, and
rather benign county in Califomi;
at that. It is up to the others with
the Judicial system to
benches--I do not see that happel
ing.
THREATS
You must also remember that this
the same Judge, who in chamber
was told that three people had sa
Horn remove a document from tl
court file and finally said, “Well,
don’t believe Mr. Horn would rl
move a file from the records. ” E
is also the Judge who said he wou
waive production of the five wi
nesses known to be at the fix
hearing and allow only two. This
the same system which allows tl
defendants NO DISCOVERY a~
urgent, totally incriminating e\
dence was censored (removed) 1
Horn in documents which

Now, public readers, if you st
believe in your Justice System ELI
that YOU can’t be a victim--I bc
you to re-think this assumptio
This whole case is built around tl
failure of an S&L to hold a ful
advertised and certified “sale
It is sad for the Judge involved in property” where the defendar
the case
also allowed himself to , “were told by the same S&L
be involved and tampered with and would be necessary to attend to
now he damages himself for it is claim their property in point due
known that he is a practicing homo- .other investors involved”.
sexual gay and that there are multi- .MIND YOU PRECIOUS ONIZ
ple ones in the District Attorney’s
offices. This is his business, not
ours, but he has
pressures of the Elite and he dam-

”

IRS jurisdiction
Watch this one--The
of the IRS

go
a

That, however, will not stop THE IRS PERSONNEL DO
them from doing so--with very big
THEIR OWN RULES
guns ablaze.
You are not required to share books
with the IRS because they could be IN
used against you in a court of law.
(Article 5, Constitution of the U.S.
of A.)
IRS Special Agents have never been
GIVEN LEGAL RIGHT to carry
hand guns.
The IRS has jurisdiction and taxing
authority
over
ONLY:
businesses/people involved in firearms,
tobacco, and alcohol; Federal Government
Employees;
businesses/people within Washington
Guam,
Puerto
Rico
DC,
(protectorates),

.

HOW LONG WILL YOU COMMIT TREASON AND SUPPORT
YOUR NATION’S ENEMIES?
YOU SWEAR TO DEFEND
YOUR
CONSTITUTION
AGAINST FOREIGN AND DO‘MESTIC ENEMIES--WELL, IT

True or false?
1. The I.R.S. is a government agency. FALSE.
1933.
2. The I.R.S. collects taxes.
FALSE. The

“Pay

F.R.B.

FALSE.
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The
provist .

3. The

government agency.
FALSE.
12

11. I am helping. to destroy the
United States by filing and ‘paying
4. The U.S. Congress writes the the I.R.S. taxes.
TRUE. The
tax laws of the I.R.S.
FALSE. I.R.S.
12.The I.R.S. Is causing over
5. Filing a tax return is mandatory 1,fKKl deaths per month In the
United States. The I.R.S. is reaccording to the law.
FALSE. The I.R. S.
you
sponsible for over half of the di1040
vorces in the. United States. The
I.R.S. Is responsible for three
quarters of the bankruptcies in the
United States today.
6. If I don’t file and pay my TRUE.
taxes, I will go to jail.
DO YOU WISH YOU AND
FALSE. Sixty
YOUR CHILDREN TO RE
SLAVES?
.
”

I can only point out these things ant
The I.R.S. is too tough for me’ offer you help--I cannot do it fol
to take on.
you and it is all within your chaos
FALSE. The I.R.S.
ing that which you will do. The
following article is printed wit1
permission from one who is a re
markably capable writer and persor
of action. There are other ones at
tached to her realm of friends whc
are extraordinary contacts for the
8, Everyone knows that there is a further gleaning and dispersing o
law that you have to file and pay information of valid content. You:
Income taxes.
farmers and farm workers are being
FALSE.
deliberately poisoned and, frankly
Compleat Pa- so are you, the consumer.
triot , ”
Also is an article printed hereir
which concerns lack of housing
right in Kern County in arm’s reacl
of this location. It is beyond belie
that you ones will send billions ant
billions of dollars to house foreign
political groups and your own an
The
starving and homeless.
migrant farm worker situation i
worse in Florida, Texas and othe
9. 1 like paying my taxes and places but it is atrocious all oversupporting my country.
how, chelas, can you sit by ant
FALSE.
allow this torture unto your veq
I.R.S.
brethren?
Dharma, allow us to close. Wr
need some equipment from the city
FACTS!
so go and do that which is neededwe have enough to get started or
10. I understand the I.R.S. has tax the next edition. Thank you. Ha
laws that say I have to pay taxes.
tonn to stand-by.

Protocols of the
meetiqs of the ”
learned
of.
PART TWO
411 people are chained down to
leavy toil by poverty more firmly
:han ever they were chained by
slavery and serfdom; from these,
jne way and another, they might
free themselves, these could be settled with,. but from want they will
never get away. We have included
in the constitution such rights. as to
the. masses appear fictitious and not
actual rights. All these so-called
“People’s Rights!’ can exist only in
idea, an idea which can never be
realized in practical life. What is it
to the proletariat labourer, bowed
double over his heavy toil, crushed
his lot in life, if talkers get the
right to babble, if journalists get the
right to scribble any nonsense side
by side with good stuff, once the
proletariat has no other profit out of
the constitution save only those pitiful crumbs which we fling them
table in
for their
voting in favour of‘what we dictate,
in favour of the men we place in
power, the servants of our
. . . Republican rights for a poor
man are no more than a bitter piece
of irony, for the necessity he is under of toiling almost all day gives
him no present use of them, but on
the other hand robs him of all guarantee of regular and certain earnings
by making him dependent on strikes
by his comrades or lockouts by his
masters.

scoundrels who have laid a pitiless
and cruel yoke upon the necks of
the workers.
We appear on the scene as alleged
saviours of the worker from this
oppression when we propose to him
to enter the ranks of our fighting
forces--Socialists,
Anarchists,
Communists--to whom we always
give support in accordance with an
brotherly rule (of the soliclarity of all humanity) of our
masonry, The aristocracy, which
enjoyed by law the labour of the
workers, was interested in seeing
that the workers we= well fed,
We are interhealthy and
ested in just the opposite--in the
diminution, the
GO~M.
Our power is in the
chronic shortness of food and physical weakness of the worker because
by all that this
the slave of our will, and he will
not find in his own authorities either
strength or energy to set against our
will.’ Hunger creates the right of
capital to rule the worker more
surely than it was given to the
aristocracy by the legal authority of

13y want and the envy and hatred
which it engenders we shall move
the mobs and with their hands we
shall wipe out all those who hinder
us on our way.

The people under our guidance have
annihilated the aristocracy,
were their one and only defence and FOR OUR SOVEREIGN LORD
foster-mother for the sake of their OF ALL THE WORLD (SATAN)
own advantage which is inseparably ~0 BE CROWNED IT 1s THESE
bound up with the well-being of the SAME HANDS WHICH WI=
people. Nowadays, with the destruction of the aristocracy, the
people have fallen into the grips of
money-grinding
merciless
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of gold, which is all in our hands, a

The
have lost the habit of [Hatonn: You see, dear ones, your
thinking unless prompted by the country is still considered a country
suggestions of our specialists. run and controlled by Europe--and
so it is------the State of Great
Therefore they do not see the urgent Britain! But moreover, understand
necessity of what we, when our and don’t allow forgetting--these
kingdom comes shall adopt at on% 1Protocols are translated from writnamely this, that it is
ings of the fourteen hundreds (the
teach in dnal
Schools One S& I fifteenth century) when there was
no America known. Recall further,
that the Nilus translation was 1905
and this from which we present this
material was 1922. Does it begin to
come clear why the Russians have
to suppress the
so efforted
It is “Jews/Zionists”
within
Russia?
essential for all to know that
You see, Russia has no desire to
prevail against American people-but. they will go to all lengths to
that he who by any act of stop the Zionists who have taken
his compromises a whole class can- control of America in total. So be
not be equally responsible before it, let. us continue.] These mobs
the law with him who affects no will rush delightedly to shed the
one but only his own honor. The blood of those whom, in the
true knowledge of the structure of simplicity of their ignorance, they
society, into the secrets of which we have envied from their cradles, and
do not admit the
would whose property they will then be
demonstrate to all men that the po- able to loot.
sitions and work must be kept
within a certain circle, that they
may not become a source of human
suffering, arising from an education
which does not correspond with the
work which individuals are called
upon not to correspond with the We have demonstrated that progress
work which individuals are called will bring all the
to the
upon to do. After a thorough study sovereignty of reason. Our despoof this knowledge the peoples will tism will be precisely that; for it
voluntarily submit to authority and will be known how by wise severiaccept such position as is appointed ties to pacificate all unrest, to cauthem in the State. In the present
state of knowledge and the direction terize liberalism out of all instituwe
given to its development tions.
the people, blindly believing things
print--cherishes--thanks
to When the populace has .seen.that all
Eomptings intended to mislead and sorts of concessions and indulgences
are yielded it in the name of freeto its own ignorance--a blind hatred
towards all conditions.which it con- dom it has imagined’ itself to be
siders above itself, for it has no sovereign lord and has stormed its
way to power, but naturally, like
understanding of the meaning of
every other blind man it has come
class and condition.’
upon a host of stumbling blocks, it
This hatred will be still further
magnified by the effects of an ecowhich will stop dealings on the exchanges and bring industry to a standstill. We shall create by all the secret subterranean
methods open to us and with the aid

and it has laid down its
plenipotentiary powers at
Remember the French Revolution,
to which it was we who gave the
name of “Great”: the secrets of its

preparations are well known to us reason we, when we come into our
for it was wholly the work of our kingdom, shall have to erase this
word from the lexicon of life as
hands.
implying a principle of brute force
Ever since that time we have been which turns mobs into bloodthirsty
leading the peoples from one dis- beasts,
enchantment to another, so that in
the end they should turn also from These beasts, it is true, fall asleep
again every time when they have
us in favour of that
drunk their fill of blood, and at
such times can easily be riveted into
their chains. But if they be not
At the present day we are, as an given blood they will not sleep and
international force, invincible, be- continue to struggle.
cause if attacked by some we are
4
supported by other States. It is the
bottomless rascality of the
a
people, who crawl on their bellies
to force, but are merciless towards
weakness, unsparing to faults and
indulgent to crimes, unwilling to
bear the contradictions of a free social system but patient unto martyrdom under the violence of a bold Every republic passes through sevdespotism--it is those qualities eral stages. The first of these is
which are aiding us to indepen- comprised in the early days of mad
dence. From the premier-dictators raging by the blind mob, tossed
of the present day the
hither and thither, right and left; the
suffer patiently and bear such second is demagogy, from which is
abuses as for the least of them they born anarchy, and that leads inwould have beheaded twenty kings. evitably to despotism--not any
What is the explanation of this phe- longer legal and overt, and therenomenon , this curious inconse- fore responsible despotism, but to
quence of the masses of the peoples unseen and secretly hidden, yet
in their attitude towards what would nevertheless sensibly felt despotism
appear to be events of the same or- in the hands of some secret organization or other, whose acts are the
der?
most unscrupulous inasmuch as it
works
behind a screen, behind the
It is explained by the fact that these
backs
of all sorts of agents, the
dictators whisper to the peoples
through their agents that through changing of whom not only does
these abuses they are inflicting in- not infuriously affect but actually
saving it,
jury on the States with the highest aids the secret force
purpose--to secure the welfare of thanks to continual changes, from
the peoples, the international broth- the necessity of expending its reerhood of them all, their solidarity sources on the rewarding of long
and equality of rights. Naturally services.
they do not tell the peoples
this
unification must be accomplished Who and what is in a position to
overthrow an invisible force? And
only under our sovereign rule.
this is precisely what our force is.
masonry, blindly serves as a
And thus the people condemn the
upright and acquit the guilty, per- screen for us and our objects, but
suaded ever more and more that it the plan of action of our force, even
can do whatsoever it wishes. its very abiding-place, remains for
Thanks to this state of things the the whole people an unknown myspeople are destroying every
of tery.
stability and creating disorders at
But even freedom might be harmevery step.
less and have its place in the State
economy
without injury to the wellThe word “freedom” brings out the
communities of men to fight against being of the peoples if it rested
every kind of force, against every upon the foundation of faith in God,
kind of authority, even against God
20
and the laws of nature. For this

_Soviet
you look back.)

perspective

as the next head df the United Nations--to replace Javier Perez de
This is the same Mikbail GorSince
the recent
Cuellar.
bachev who said in Pravda on De- coup/countercoup lie drama, KremThis is a continuation of last week’s
cember 11, 1984:
lin leaders have begun to move
discussion regarding the Soviet
Shevardnadze back onto center
Union. It is the most important
stage according to original plans alsubject which
be understood if
ready
underway in the scenario.
you are to change anything for the
Here, if they decide to write Gorintent is world domination--surbachev out of the script, which is
prisingly enough--along with Israeli
exactly that which is planned as
involvement.
soon as the U.S. is more fully disarmed, they can move ShevardThe Russians are absolute masters
nadze into the top position.
at
creating,
controlling
and
marketing to the West their own
Shevardnadze has been well packopposition.
aged for Western leaders and the
public as a democrat and lover of
freedom by his Kremlin disinfor”
mation handlers. You are told his
favorite book is THE FEDERALEDUARD SHEVARDNADZE
IST PAPERS, and he quotes from it
In the mid-‘80’s the Kremlin began frequently. He would bring great
There is a well-deto elevate another actor to center credibility to the “reform/democrafined plan and purpose behind all
stage--Eduard Shevardnadze. This cy/end of communism” coup if the
significant events in e USSR (just as
life-long hardcore Marxist-Leninist Communist leadership should dethere now are the same intent bewas Minister of the Interior for the cide to place him at the top. What
hind everything your government in
Republic of Georgia from 1968 to a bunch of you-know-what! How
the U.S. does). Current Soviet de1972--over the secret police, border many of you readers even KNOW
velopments are far more easily unguards and all internal security WHAT THE FEDERALIST PAderstood if the Soviet Union is seen
forces (i.e., in charge of Georgia) PERS ARE? YOU. HAD BETTER
as the giant theater which it repreand remained in that position until BE FINDING OUT BECAUSE
sents, and the present upheaval as
1985 when he was elevated to Min- WHAT HAPPENED TO THEM IS
scenes or acts in the drama. This
WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO
ister of Foreign Affairs of the
holds true for all locations, factions
CONSTITUTION.
Andre YOUR
Union--replacing
and nations within the nations of the viet
THROUGH A CONVENTION
Gromyko.
globe but at this point we are diENTIRE
CONSTITUYOUR
recting attention to the USSR so
TIONAL
SYSTEM
WAS REShevardnadze, who has become a
allow us to go forward without disWRITTEN
AND
.-NOW
YOU ARE
close friend of George Bush and estraction. Let us look at a few of
“PRACTICING”
AND
pecially with Secretary of State, AGAIN
these “scenes”:
SYSTEM
A
James Baker, resigned from his po- “EXERCISING”
WHICH IS DIRECTLY OPPOsition as Foreign Minister in DeMIKHAIL GORBACHEV
protesting
the SITE FROM THAT WHICH IS
cember
1990,
YOUR CONSTITUTION
AND
USSR’s move toward “a dictator“Gorby” did not just happen to
THE
MOMENT
IS
ONLY
PENDHe is
ship by the ’ hardliners’“.
emerge on the scene in 1985. He
portrayed by the Soviet and US me- ING TO MAKE IT
was groomed for his position from
dia as a reformer, a liberal, a
the 1970’s by his mentor, Yuri An- staunch democrat and lover of freedropov--hardline chief of the KGB. dom--but still a close friend of GorAs a KGB operative and protege of bachev’s. He was sent to America
Andropov, this hardcore Marxist- on a Soviet fund raising drive in the
Leninist was sprung by the Kremlin first half of 1991 and was shuttled
leadership from relative obscurity in around the US by America’s liberal
1983 and 1984 onto the world eastern
establishment--requesting
stage, and portrayed as a great $90 billion, for beginners, in Westdemocrat, lover of freedom, re- em financial aid for the USSR.
BORIS YELTSIN
former, and friend of the little man
by Soviet propaganda/disinfor-maSuave, sophisticated and handsome
(Andropov was in appearance, Shevardnadze has This is the Kremlin’s latest major
tion specialists.
similarly portrayed as a “western been svggested by such es- entry onto the world stage presentastyle closet liberal” by Soviet pro- tablishment publications as the New tion of the Soviet theater. Also a
lifelong hardcore Marxist-Leninist
pagandists just a few years earlier if
and
10/7/9 1 #2 HATONN
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(just like Gorbachev and Shevardnadze), Yeltsin has been portrayed
as a staunch anti-communist, democrat, lover of freedom--the Russian
“David” willing to risk his life and
career by “standing up to the
hideous hardline communist monster--Goliath”.
Americans love a
courageous underdog, and Yeltsin’s
character has been tailored by the
Kremlin scriptwriters to elicit great
admiration and respect from middle
America, Europe, etc. The “man
on the street” in the West can identify with this two-fisted, hard
charging, hard drinking, outspoken
“champion of democracy”--a real
Russian “John Wayne” chaiacter.
The REALITY of Boris Yeltsin is
greatly different. In 1961, at the
age of 30, Yeltsin joined the Communist Party. In 1968, he became
a full-time Party worker in the
Sverdlovsk Communist Party in
Siberia. He went on to become
Party Secretary, and in 1976 became First Secretary of the Regional Committee. At that post, the
hard-driving Yeltsin was noticed by
the communist leaders in Moscow.
In April 1985 he was elevated to
head of the Communist Central
Committee Construction Department, and in December,1985, was
appointed head of the 1.2 million
member Moscow Politburo, though
he was removed in 1987 in a fabricated “quarrel” with Gorbachev in
order to delude the public a bit
more directly.

Yeltsin’s
position as the powerful head of the
Moscow Communist Party opened
the door for him to be placed on the
Politburo, as stated above.
Moving on now to June 1991,
Yeltsin, promising “swift moves to
establish greater democracy and
market economics” was elected (in
the first-ever such election which

12

was simply “openly” controlled)
President of the Russian Republic-which has 150 million of the Soviet
Union’s 285 million people. He
since assumed near dictatorial
powers in case no one has noticed.
Following that election the Western
enthusiastically
press
described
Yeltsin as “Bigger Than Life--The
Russian People Love Him”.
His image, credibility, and standing
in the West went into orbit as he
au-peared to “stand in the gap”
against the hardline “gang of eight”
coup perpetrators during the recent
August coup/countercoup pseudo
(lie) drama.
As he “appeared” to stand off the
entire Soviet Army and KGB almost
singlehandedly, the Western media
and public opinion went totally nuts
and into orbit with the prearranged
sham. It was totally incredible and
shameful as they unfolded the
stupid nonsense and worse, you
ones ate it up like a child in a candy
store. Americans and the world,
most of whom (the world) saw
through the foolish lies, were
barraged with articles with typical
headlines such as: “The Right Stuff:
Yeltsin Joins the Ranks of Robin
Hood, Moses, and Churchill”.
Now, chelas,
this is “barf
material! Had the position already
been in place, Yeltsin would have
been instantly promoted to dictator
of the entire world and accepted
immediately by you-the-planetary
citizenry.
Yeltsin’s “thinking” is reflected in
speeches he made at the 15th and
16th Party Congresses of the CPSU
where he highly praised the tremendous strivings of the CPSU as well
as the monumental advancements
and great successes of the Soviet
Union. ’ As he said at the first of
those Party Congresses:

1

..

DEVELOPMENT OF THE

(headed by Yeltsin until 4/85)

Yeltsin, like Gorbachev, Shevardnadze, and the reform wing (liberal)
of the Communist Party, is totally
dedicated to perestroika, a restructuring and reorganization of the
Communist Party and the Soviet
Union from top to bottom and we
will cover this a bit later as we
move on with this subject. Yeltsin
is right now purging hundreds of
thousands and will purge millions,
of bureaucrats, aparatchiks, and the
Nomenclatura (the privileged ones)-

He would go
even further and faster
Gorbachev--hence the “alleged” rivalry
between the two.

The Soviets organize their politics
according to a well-developed scenario which often includes the death
or permanent exit of the main
hero(es). It helps to understand the
plot, to understand the position and
relationship among the actors, as
well as the intended influence or
impact upon the audience--the
world. Nothing in the Soviet Union
is accidental: the words, the stage,
the violins, or the plot. The obvious players are replicas of the “real
stuff” and their being taken out
means nothing as the “REAL” players pull the strings of the puppet
Vladimir Lenin was a master
world.
teacher and observer and in 1912
stated:

”

Do you not find it interesting that
even in your tampered Bible it is
stated that the anti-Christ/God is the
prince of lies and deceit? He is, as
a matter of fact, also referred to as
the “King” of liars and deceivers!

Vladimir Lenin said something else
Yeltsin is NOT against Gorbachev,
a
which you all had better begin to
nor against communism.
He is
focus on most closely:
against the entrenched bureaucracv.
and the stagnation it has begotten,
rose by any
which he and Gorbachev believe is
other
name
is
.I’
self-serving, bloated, and slowing
”
down the communist’s timetable for
world revolution and perfection of It differs not one iota from Western
audiences being fascinated by the
Global Plan 2000.
next episode of TV’s
or
on
regular
weekly
TV
proWhen Yeltsin and Gorbachev talk
The Kremlin leaders
about a multiparty system in the gramming.
through
the
world
“controlled” meSoviet Union, they are speaking
dia
and
with
the
help
of those who
about
1shall not take time to select info]
wield that control, plan to mesmernation which might aid you an
ize and manipulate the West with
;ive insight into these areas whit
the next act of Soviet political theactually distress ME. I will how
ater. It is unfolding right in front
:ver, enter herein a copy of a lette
of you and most do not even queswhich has been sent to a dear frien
tion the matter. Many distorters are
vho has great abundance of fund
lined up on the home fronts to octnd efforts to handle them proper1
cupy the news slots and cause you
jut is fearful of ALL methods c
to forget all about such a thing as a
lossibilities, especially is she i:
Russian coup. You simply readily
‘ear of credibility of the FDIC an
pour more wheat into their silos and
ability to cover bank deposits. Sh
leave yours empty.
s absolutely right--your head of th’
:DIC says that the fund will be to
What is the ultimate goal? To conally
without funds by year’s end
vince the West that communism
oooo....

Corporation and

investment news

._
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I think readers will find this helpful
even without details of the original
conversation.
As things tighten
down we must get information to
you as rapidly as possible and you
can formulate your own further
questions. Thank you.

Then comes the inquiries as to what
to do--while most of you ask and
then go ask a “broker” and do that
which I have just advised against
your doing. Do NOT ask me and
waste of our precious time if you
have no real interest in the input.
Start with the liars and then you
save your time also--even if you do
lose your shirt. That way, you will
have less to regret in the long haul.

I need to know as quickly as possible about space available in the paper for further outlaying of the Soviet situation. I have approximately
six to seven additional pages (in
calculation) necessary to finish this
portion of the matter in clarity.
This information is simply too
important
to hold for book
(JOURNAL) publication and yet,
the paper is also overfilled.
We
will do the best we can and I will
work any way possible to fit either
or both to your needs.

Dharma, please just copy the letter
(omitting pertinent identifying information) just written by Oberli to
my beloved one in Florida.
6, 1991

Hatonn to clear the circuit. Thank
you for your attention and I give
great appreciation for the ‘back-up I
am receiving as confirmation is absolutely pouring in--I wish there
were facilities to share every portion for it is the very “proor’ you
have been awaiting. So be it--God
shall determine far better than can
we who have limitations upon our

DO NOT
GREAT AND URGENT STATE
OF FLUX.)

(H: NO INDEED--YOU WILL GET, IF
ANYTHING,
ONLY
CENTS
ON THE
DOLLAR
WHEN THE RUG IS PULLED
OUT.)

’

1

set7fir.e.

New Age police
To the question of, “Do some judges,
prosecutors and police officers today commit
lishonest acts to put criminals away?” I answer
a unequivocal Yes!- But, it is hoped that it is
tot done without just cause. True immorality
tists only when the cause is not just.
After more than 20 years of service to my felow Americans I realize what reality is. The
ruth is that today many judges, attorneys,
mlice oflicials and officers are devotees of the
e&ion of Secular Humanism (S.H.) myself in:luded.

going

Some of our members (mainly out of fear)
vill not admit that S.H. is a religion. They are
tpprehensive that we might be treated as the so:atied “Christians” have been treated under the
doctrine of Separation of Church and State.
Such fear might be well founded if this were IS
20years ago. Not so today. Reason being, colleagues of our faith are,
most part, in
control of the agencies and
such
ESthe ACLU. ABA, Justice Dept.
would normally protest such cases. Altbougb
this may at first seem unfair, it is not. But allow
metopraceed,alldIbelkveyouwillanlleto
rullwldeKtatldingofthisandmonyotberimportant hc&

Abington, Abington vs Schempp, and in Torcase vs Watkins cases. According to the High
Co- it is ‘...belieC not body, creed, or cult
which appears to be. the essence of religion” It
further explains that, “.-belief refers to some
sort of universal view of life, of tbe world of
amnkid - a belief that is held to be true about
mankid” ‘In essence the Supreme Court said
that one’s religion can be ‘-any
with without reference to GOD, theistic or
non-theistic in nature”. I hope this helps otben
to
lsnottbemainpointofmyspeecb

moral tenants of our religion in regards to
ethics and morals.
devotees arc
enduring horrible dkximinatioo

opentbeeyesofourflo&andfuRhersostout
page

.ystem, including police officers, who ascribe to
sound Secular Humanist principals are now in
management which is of benefit to all. This
does give us sway power, and is a plus for our
side. Still, there is far tm much discrimination
against those who would apply a most important principle of our religion - “Situation
Ethics”.
The principal of Situation Ethics allows the
individual to foeus correctly on only the
to
be accomplished. Morally speaking, little if any
to the method or
means, as nothing else supercedes its importance. Of course amam is given to finding a
means of accomplishing a task or goal, so as to
have the least negative impact onthe least
amount of our people.
In my youth I recall hearing the great Green
Bay Packer coach Vina Lombardi describe it
this way: “Winning is not everything; it is the
only thing.” Much of our society lives by this
principal today. Yes, even many of those who
“profess other faiths” and occupy pulpits
throughout America. Personally, I think the
principle
Ethics is best described
by exami&g the legal definition of ethics and
morals given by our now compatriots, the Communists. The Coplmunist definition is:
“EVERYTHING is ethical and moral as long
as it promotes World Communism.” Thii is
pure Secular Huma&m. We can learn mu&
incidentally,
from the
Communists. The Marxists have, out of pragmatic necessity, expurgated a minimum of 90
million peopk in the pursuit of man’s noblest
mission - world peace. What intelligent person could call ‘immoral” shy means used to accompiish this all impettant goal?
In our great Humanist Manifestos signed in
1933 and 1973. we explain our moral creed
which is very much the same as the Marxist
creed, yet set forth in much more palatable and
tactful terms. Here is a brief summation of our
beliefs regarding Ethics and Truth:
ETHICS - “Moral values derive their
LJurce from human experience. Ethics is
autonomous and situational, needing no
theological or ideological sanction. Ethics stems
from human need and interest. To deny this distorts the whole basis of life... We strive for the
good life, here and now.” - Humanist Manifesto
II. 1973
TRUTH - “We reject
those features of traditional religious morality
that deny humans a full appreciation of their
own potentialities and responsibilities. Traditional religions often offer solace to humans,
but, as often, they inhibit humans from helping
themselves or experiencing their full potentialities... We can discover no divine purpose or
providence for the human species...Humans are
responsible
what we are or will become. No
deity will save us: we must save ourselves.” Humanist Manifesto II, 1973.
After
years of coaclltio~
our
society now largely subs&i
to this
philosophy. Some of you who practice “selective” Christianity are closer our faith than to
the superstitions of the Bible thumpers of old.
(In selective Christianity, of course, you choose
certain portlions of the so-called “Word of God”
to believe ln, and discard the parts that are not
convenient) Don’t you see that in this we are
just alike? Your “faith” is actually based on
what is right under man’s desire. We Humanists
are in fact more honest. We admit that there is
no God - that it is only Man’s desires that are
important. You leaders of these “selective
your faith is based on
some parts of ‘God’s Iaw” but, in actuality the
majority is based on what feels good or ls convenient.
Quite obviously, America’s government now

operates under the guiding princles of
Humanism. Deception, lying, cheating, stealing,
killing, is all moral if it promotes the attainment
of our
ness. A prime example can be seen in the
recent war against Iraq. Over 250,000 have lost
their lives so far, and more are dying every day the
of our great Humanist leaders: WORLD
PEACE through World Government.
This New Age teaching is the reason why, for
example, a police officer (one of Secular
Humanist persuasion) is likely to risk his very
life to save a member of society one moment
and the very next moment take the witness
stand and
in order to win an important case.
This is not to be considered immoral, given the
particular standard of ethics upon which such
an ofticer bases his morality - namely, that the
end justifies
means. (In other words again,
the “Higher Good* principle!) Many people
still do not understand this. They don’t understand that thii is why our presidents and their
staffs, members of Congress and hosts of others
with leadenhip roles in America - lawyers,
judges, etc. - lie and cheat right along &de our
dedicated Humanist Law Enforcers. To reocat
ALL FOR THE GREATER GOOD OF = -SGCIEIY, i.e. the SYSTEM.
What the Masses must be made to understand. and never be allowed to forget, is that
this is for their own good. They should know by
now that those who are aetualty in control
our government (as Cal. Oliver North explained) truly know what is best for the people.
They must also know that under the New World
Order, the Justice System’s primary mission will
It is
precisely in view of th,isthat we on the inside
have been obligated all along to use the system
to suppress dissenters as quickly as possible before any radical Anti-World Government,
Anti-Humanist group can gain the upper hand.
You’re aware of course, that the vast majority
of Americans seek only peace and security.
They hardly even realize that they have virtually
made government their new god, to which they
turn for the fulfillment of wey need. Our New
Age leaders (and we soldiers as their *arms and
legs”) stand ready to give the
all for
.which they pray.
Let me repeat: Our job within the Criminal
Justice system today &to protect the PLAN, the
SYSIZM. and mmish those that our leaders
decide are ene&s of that Sytem. Of course
now, as with our Soviet colleagues, under New
Age Humanist Situation Ethics, we are not
limited in the methods we may apply to win We
can therefore proceed with unobstructed haste
to make the masses safe and peaceful.
Let’s look again at our example of that police
officer who routinely risks his life for others and
yet will lie on the witness stand to help his
govemment win some case in court. If some of
you are still suprised at this then perhaps you
haven’t understood what I have been trying to
convey. Nor have you understood what your
children have learned so well over the last 20
years within the government school system.
It is that we are living in a new age where
man has wisely placed his trust in GOVERNMENT instead of some superstition called the
DIVINE or GOD. It is the old religious morals
thathavecausedallofourprobkms.Anewage
calls for a new
system.a new moral code,
a new religion. It is exciting to see most all of
the religions of the world coming
together, UNTIED, ln preperation to serve the
New World Order. We must all dedicate ourselves to obeying our leaders without question and
to the instmctlon of succeed&g generatlotks
toward our utopian goals of World Peace.
Iwouldliketointroduccyoutooneprcsentday scholar Dr. Sidney Simon, who has been
very effective, and deserving
much credit for
his efforts in this work ofre-cducatlng

humanity. He speaks plainly and his meaning is
unmistakeable, as when he says,
“We do not need any more preaching about
right and wrong. Tbe old ‘thou shalt nots’ simply are not relevant” He goes on to explain to
tbc child educators he is addressing that “values
clarification” is a method for teachers to change
the values of children ‘without getting caught’.
(Values Clarification is another term for Situation Ethics)
book in use by educators called, WEEP
FOR OUR CHILDREN, spells out “values
clarification” as part the new morality:
“It’s OK to lie. It’s OK to steal. It’s OK to
have premarital sex. It’s OK to cheat or to kill if
these things are part of your value system, and
you have clarified these values for yourself. The
important thing is not what values you choose,
but that you have chosen
freely
and without coercion of parents, spouse, priest,
friends, ministers or social pressure
kind.” It is such S.H. proponents in the govemment schools (the teachers) whom we can thank
for re-molding the values of these next generations.)
When the government National Child Care
bill is passed it will be a great day for
Humanists and proponents of World Peace.
What wonders we can achieve once we have the
attention of the nation’s pre-schoolers for 6 to 9
hours a day! Look what we have already accomplished with the older age groups
America’s youth.
h I hinted earlier, this new society, based on
the deity of Man. will demand a new kind of
Law Enforcer.
One of our educators said to me some weeks
ago, “America’s religious zealots of the past
would be shocked at the changes the people
have allowed.” She was correct, for after all, it
was James
that said, “We have staked
the whole future of American civilization, not
upon the power of government, far from it. We
have staked the future... upon the capacity of
each and all of us to govern ourselves, to sustain
ounelves, according to the Ten Commandments of God.”
Ah, but it is a new day, and we are fast
proceeding into the 21st Century. Americans
no longer wish to assume the responsibilities of
governing themselves. Happily for them, there
is a whole new generation of very dedicated
leaders and enforcers in government to see that
they are
for.
ENFORCEMENT
Let me address for a moment the question of
Police
As the citizens relinquish,
out of
more of their rights, more Enforcers
are required to regulate and supervise the
people’s activities so that they remain safe and
peaceful. Who would have thought 100 years
ago that the intergration of
have been the answer to establishing the New World Order? Credit for
this innovation goes to the Free Thinkers of the
last generation.
Now the older generation known as “Peace
Officers”, “Servants Of the People”, might not
so readily have adopted, nor fit into, this new
order of things. Fortunately, this hasnot posed
too great a problem, due to the fact that they
are rapidly being replaced through natural attrition, i.e., death
of them removed.
At the same time,
agencies are of
necessity attempting more and more to screen
out before hiring those prospective
who
believe in the old religious superstitions. This
is wise because these zealots will not do the
things
will be required of them under the
new system. Those remaining police offian
who openly profess a belief system steeped in

old world Religious Fundamentalism, can be
phased out on any number of
charges, such as can be substantiated over time
or with the help of a little innovation on the
part of new management.
Some of these “old time” of&en complain
that this type of job discrimination is “unconstitutional and immoral”. but we lolow they are
wrong. Under Situation Ethics all things are
moral as long as they promote the GOAL
Therefore tbey are not being removed. for any
evil cause; they are incompatible and stiply
non-functional for the duties that will be required of them.

I feel I need to say again that if a professional
police officer must lie against those iho violate
theLaw,thenitbmoraLThesamebrme~en
government judges and attorneys withhold
evldenee and witnesses from the jury to win
their uses. When a politician lies to win an office, or makes deals that promote the New
Order, it is moral.
Let me tell you what is truly immoral. 1will
of traffic citations as only one
example. True
when S out of 10
“good upstanding citizens” take the witness
stand, swear an oath to their GOD, and then
proceed to fabricate lies to get out of their tickets. This our Enforcement Officers witness
daily in court. To them this is not only immoral
but highly hypocritical.
The Enforcer’s dishonesty helps society as a
whole. If a government agent lied for penonal
reasons it would be immoral: if done for the
betterment of mankind, it is not. And that is
the most important lesson 1 bring you today. It
is one
when a leader, or agent of govemment has to lie or otherwise deceives his sub
jects. It is quite another when an ordinary
individual from among the
“bites the
hand that fee& him” by lying to those who are
bringing salvation in this brave new world. Do
we see this important difference?
The Old World understood that it was the.
greatest of sins to lie to or deaive God. The
generations of devotees that wish to enter the
New World must likewise be brought to the understanding that it is the greatest of sins to lie to
or deceive their new God, Government. Any
such disloyalty would surely hamper the
progress of those engaged in ushering in the
glorious New World Order.

We are not concerned with the few who may
resist this New Order, for out of pragmatic
necessity their fate has been amply allowed
in the Master Plan. What we are most concerned about at present is that the obedient
masses be made to
that it is
detrimental to progress for them to suggest that
their Supervisors wallow under the pressure
and futility of the antiquated superstitions,
morals and dogma
some difficult changes facing the person entering this New Society. On these issues, however,
we Can assnre the people there will be no comprOdSt.
Thank you for listening.

the blessing

EDITOR: This article was presented to “Aid
& Abet” for publication by a long-time member
of the Police profession. The writer has used a
pen name of Rupert Orpheus because he
not wish to make himself known
On taking this position of privacy this Dfl%ial
may well
some criticism. However, I do
not demand that officen sharing articles with
us rtveal their identity, especially if they beliwe
there m be reprisals for exercisinn their first
amendmint r&s (even when we d%agree).

United States of America
By Dr. J. Coleman
This past week we saw and heard an
extraordinary statement made by
President George Bush, that the
United States will immediately
throw away its defenses on the sole
and solemn (worthless) promise of
the leader of the Soviet Union, that
his country will do likewise.
If we as a nation were not so television brain-dead, we would have reacted with a wave of national anger,
we would have inundated the White
House with protest calls, we would
have organized a march of millions
of people on Washington. I have
seen nothing of the kind materializing. Why? Because we are a television brain-dead nation! Numbers
and statistics mean absolutely
NOTHING to us.
Oh, we will
stand in a concerted rush and roar
our lungs out when one of our favorite football players scores a
touch-down, but when we see and
feel a rope being tied around our
necks, a rope which we ourselves
supplied, in preparation for our
hanging, we do and say nothing.
The Soviet Union already has the
ascendancy over the United States
in weaponry and technology, thanks
to Herr Kissinger and Richard
Nixon (the order is not coincidental)
who went to Moscow in 1972 to
sign the ABM Treaty, the worst
betrayal of America in all of its
history. Wars are won by weapons,
not by diplomacy.
It is a wellknown fact that the invention of
gunpowder altered the course of
wars. Bows and arrows, swords
and battle axes are of no use against
musket and cannon. Likewise, in
today’s hostile environment, which,
contrary to what the jackals of the
media and our government in
Washington are saying, has not
abated, space-age weapons will play
the decisive role. Without attaining
superiority in this field, the United
States will go down in defeat.
We lost whatever chance we had to
stay ahead of the Soviet Union in
nuclear weaponry when Nixon
signed the infamous Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty (ABM) in 1972, for
that treaty put a HOLD on devel-

opment and production of our orbiting laser beam platforms, which
we called the Strategic Defense
System (Initiative) or (SDI). It also
put an end to our plans to develop
and produce the Orbital Nuclear
Bomb Platform, which the Soviets
deployed before the ink was dry on
the ABM Treaty.
Now, we are
being misled to believe that the Soviets will throw their huge advantage away!
This is what Dr. Hans Ruehe, famous military expert and chief
planner for the West German Defense Ministry had to say about the
treasonous acts of Kissinger and
Nixon:
“Soviet technology has continued
apace in spite of ’ international
agreements’. While the Soviet missile and space programs silently
continued, the American activities
were buried formally and de facto
by the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM)
Treaty. Thus the treaty prevented
any
progress toward efficient
American missile defense systems
without stopping Soviet research
programs and modernization methThis is precisely what President Bush and his cabinet are going
to allow the Soviet Union to do;
BURY US FORMALLY AND DE
FACTO WHEN IT COMES TO
OUR DEFENSE CAPABILITIES.
The men in the Kremlin must be
clinking glasses and downing champagne in unrestrained celebration
tonight.
They have defeated the
only nation capable of stopping
their grand design for world conquest, without having to fire a single shot!
Marshall Orgakov, master of deception (maskirovka) and chief of
the Soviet Armed Forces, has long
been at war with the U.S. He is
outside of the political control of
Gorbachev and his Kremlin advisors. Today, in spite of hair-raising
stories about the total collapse of
the Soviet economy and the infrastructure of the country--and they are
only STORIES, the Armed Forces
of the USSR are COMBAT
READY, while we are standing
down our RED ALERT defenses!
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commits suicide
In a recent speech, Orgakov stated ,
“The imperialists (the U.S. and
Britain) art? Preparing to destroy the
Soviet Union, but Russia will never
be caught unprepared as it was in
1938.” No matter that this is an
historical lie. In 1938 the giant
Krupp munitions plant in Mynach
BEHIND THE URAL MOUNTAINS, was ready for war. The
project was financed by the Bank of
England and the international banks
on Wall Street.
While the Soviets developed and
placed in orbit their Cosmospheres
(similar in a way to our defunct SD1
program), and while they deployed
in space their Orbital Nuclear Bomb
Platform, the traitors within our
gates were stridently shouting for a
balanced budget. Congress could
have done that overnight with the
stroke of a pen, by abolishing the
so-called “national debt”, the blood
money we pay to Wall Street and
international financial bloodsuckers.
So, in the name of a “balanced budget” we emasculated our research
and development programs for
space-age weapons.
This was
CRIMINAL TREASON OF THE
WORST ORDER.
Even before the ABM Treatv.
Soviets had already built a.& deployed their Cosmosphere platforms
carrying heavy laser beam weapons
that could hit any target anywhere
in the U.S. with impunity.
The
jackals of the media derisively
dubbed the efforts of U.S. scientists
who pleaded that we deploy similar
weapons in space, as “Star Wars”.
GOD SAVE AMERICA FROM
THE BUDGET CUTTERS, BUT
OF COURSE HE WON’T. It is
too late, they have already inflicted
a mortal wound upon this nation.
While the USSR has 1200-1500
ABM launchers in 16 sites around
Moscow, called the Tallin system-and they had it BEFORE the ABM
Treaty tied our hands--we have no
ABM defense system at all.
Marshall Orgakov changed the direction of Soviet strategic long
range planning as far back as 1968.
Orgakov required systems that
would work well in theater wars or
global nuclear war. Thus was born

the OFFENSIVE SYSTEMS OF
THE USsK
WHICH
WERE
HONED
SHARPENED
AND
INTO WHAT THEY ARE TODAY. Marshall Orgakov will allow
nothing to interfere in this program.
If we believe he will, such U.S.
thinking is either wishful thinking
or treason. The Orgakov Doctrine
is based on the following points:
(1) Don’t lose a war if it starts.
(2) Protect the Socialist System.
(3) Defeat or gravely weaken
the CAPITALIST SYSTEM.
(4) Mtintain Conventional and
Nuclear military superiority.
(5) Keep the “MASKIROVKA”
deception and concealment program at full strength. (Orgakov
is the author of
The policy of disarming America,
begun by Luciferian Trust founder
Robert Strange McNamara, is being
continued full force by President
George Bush. The horrifying thing
is that Soviet Orbital Nuclear Bomb
Platforms, each carrying several
nuclear bombs and which-circle the
globe many miles out in space, and
which platforms can be stopped
over any city to drop their load, is
NOT included in the latest agreement.
Nor is the Cosmosphere
system.
..

Middle East
Review
PART TWO
Bv A.N. Other,
‘he first fully-modem Caucasoid!
ppeared in the period when Joshuz
lvaded the land of Palestine. It i!
lear from archaeological finding!
lat these were Caucasians, becaus
le criteria for a caucasoid art
learly defined here. These criterii
re the standard ones for identifyinl
ifferent races. While other archae
Ilogical finds in Palestine were les
:lear, the Caucasoids were perfect
dentifiable. This alone gives the lil
o the idea that the Khazarians fror
3urope had any links with Pales
ine.

As we know from history, Joshua
was able to subdue the peoples encountered in Palestine, or as it was
known then, Syria-Palestine, which
lay alongside
Mediterranean
coast, south of Mt. Amanus. Its
north-eastern frontier was the Euphrates, and in the south, the Syrian desert. This brief historical and
geographical description is important, because this is the land that
Prime Minister Shamir and others
in his cabinet
decreed is “eretz
Israel ” , i.e. greater Israel, which
the Israelis mean to take back.

ans began in 1906 with the establishment of a Freemasonic Lodge at
Salonika and continued with the
brilliant campaigns of Lawrence
Arabia. Colonel Lawrence galvanized the Arabs and fought a victorious war against the Turks along
the Hijaz railway on behalf of
British Zionism, although, at the
time, he was not aware of how he
was being us.ed.

The Ottoman Empire was finally
destroyed, beginning with Britain’s
offensive in Palestine. Strongly led
by Colonel Lawrence and his Arabian forces, the British broke the
Turkish lines near the MediterThe first step in this direction was ranear& and rolled up the Turkish
the barbaric genocidal war against forces. Only the Germans managed
to escape into Transjordan.
the nation of Iraq, which stands in
the way of “eretz Israel”. In this the Perfidious Albion thus rewarded the
Israelis are aided and abetted by Ottomans for giving shelter to Jews
President George Bush, who has expelled from Europe by England,
shown himself to be quite as France and Spain. When Lawrence
barbaric and ruthless as his of Arabia found out how he had
Khazarian friends in Palestine.
been betrayed, he decided after
much soul-searching that he would
The Der Yassin massacre of 600 “go public, ” and was on his way to
Palestinians by the Stern, Haganah London to carry out his resolve,
and Irgun gangsters, pales into in- when he was killed in a motorcycle
significance when compared with “accident”.
burying 12,000 Iraqi soldiers alive,
2nd trying to annihilate 174,000 When General Edmund Allenby
‘(thus ‘ far) Iraqi children. (This marched into Jerusalem on Decemshocking story in its full and grisly ber 9th, 1917, little did the native
horror will be the subject of future inhabitants of Palestine realize that
this was the start of a massive ofarticles for Phoenix Express).
fensive to uproot them and drive
In any event, the first tenuous links them out of their ancestral homewith Palestine by the people who land. I have previously dealt with
were first called Jews in the 17th how this is being accomplished
century Bible, appeared when an through the so-called “Balfour
underworld gangster from Babylon, Declaration”, which should have
known as Herod, attached himself been named the “Rothschild Zionist
to the remnants of the tribes of Declaration”.
Benjamin and Juda (true Israelite
Hebrews) who were returning to That the Zionists have established a
their homeland after being in cap- death-grip on Palestine is not in
tivity is ‘Assyria. Herod was NOT dispute, and it is worth noting that
they were only able to defeat the
an Israelite Hebrew. He was a --Babylonian Canaanite.
combined Arab forces in three
wars, thanks to massive assistance
Herod established himself in Pales- in weapons and money, which came
tine by bribing Mark Anthony with almost totally from Britain and the
gold coins to lend him two Roman United States of America.
legions. These Roman soldiers became Herod’s mercenaries, and he When the Arabs showed some sign:
used them in ruthless cruelty to of regrouping for another round ol
subdue that part of Palestine which hostilities against the Zionist forces
he had taken unto himself.
it was the Swedish Jew, Presiden
Eisenhower who flouted every in
In modern times, the first rumblings temational law on the books bl
of future problems for the Palestini- landing U.S. forces in Lebanon a!

an intimidating show Of force to
warn the Arabs to cease and desist.

Harry Saloman Truman swiftly
backed this outrageous demand. On
August 31st., only 18 days after the
The Zionists steadily increased Zionist
Truman dechoke-hold pressure on the Pales- manded that 100,000 Jews be adtinians and Arabs. By May 1942, mitted to Palestine as
Jewish immigration to Palestine had from war-tom
risen sharply in accordance with the
‘Biltmore Plan, a Zionist plan to re- Why he should have elected to pick
pudiate the British plan of 1939, on a small nation like Palestine to
mentioned in part one of this series, carry the full burden is easily anwhich called for an independent swered. If indeed the “refugees”
Palestine.
needed a country, there were many
far more suitable countries who
Instead, with
from world- would have been willing to take
wide Zionism, the Biltmore Plan them. In fact, it is now known that
demanded a Jewish state controlled the majority of Jews would have
by a Jewish army, and as we see preferred to remain in Europe, in
today, the Zionists have succssfully spite of their troubles. We also
accomplished their goal. On the
now that the whole Palestine
13th of August 1945, the World immigration plot was part of IrguZionist Congress demanded that nist strategy to force Jews to leave
Palestine be opened to a further
Zionis7npage 20
l,OOO,OOOJews. Jewish President

The power
of unity
1. The state or fact of being
one. 2. Something that is wholly
united and complete within itself.
3. A state or quality of mutual unGreetings my precious little sister, &-standing and harmony. 4. The
jruthea. I AM Sananda. You may harmonious agreement of parts or
efer to me as Jesus Christ, Esu, or’ elements into one united whole.
mmanuel. You are the children,
ost and found, of Our Father, can you attain this “quality of muwhom we The Hosts call Aton (The tual understanding and harmony” on
1ne Light) and whom you may call earth physical? Most certainly you
jod. I come in the service and can and with much emphasis I say
glory of God/Aton, THE ONE Cre-, YOU MUST in order to conquer
rtor, the Mind-Cause of all Cre- your adversaries who plan to murrtion. I AM sent to reclaim His der and/or enslave you humans on
so desire to move Earth.
‘closer” through KNOWING within
I AM presence of The ONE.
UNITED WE STAND,
DIVIDED WE FALL...
We of God’s Hosts are many who
:ome to bring you The Word. We Remember this statement? If not, I
:ome from many dimensions, both suggest you go find it and read it
“seen” and “unseen” by Earth completely. You must understand
physical human. We come to show HOW your adversaries have diliyou the way out of the dark abyss gently worked to develop DIVI3f “illusion” of separation called SION among YOU, The People.
“physical” and into the glory and There are so many separate factions
power of UNITY of purpose and
desire.
_.
.,
,,,
9119191

SANANDA

CREATING UNITY MEANS
ESTABLISHING A COMMON
PURPOSE AND A COMMON
GOAL

of self-interested groups and organizations that
have now a nation pose
of people who cannot agree on
ANYTHING, and then individuals The desire
who could CARE less as long as
their own “needs” are met.
THE WAR BETWEEN “THE
SEXES”
have division between males
and females, which in itself has
nearly destroyed your species because of the disharmony and unbalante which disunited sexed pairs in
Creation will ALWAYS cause.
Many ones of you are plainly and
simply confused about your own
sex identity and how it relates to its
equal and opposite sex-mate pair.
Homosexuality is not a “natural”
nor is it a balanced paired relationship when the physical sexual act is
practiced. God did not create malemale sexed pairs in His divided
thinking, nor did He create femalefemale sexed pairs in His divided
thinking.
He created by His
KNOWING through His One desire
of Creation in motion, MALE-FEMALE sexed pairs in ALL of His
Creation. My beloved brother Hatonn discusses much more thoroughly about the workings of sexedpairs (charge and discharge) in the
PHOENIX JOURNAL,
I
LET THERE BE LIGHT,...
strongly
that you carefully
study it as well as the rest of i%e
I quote
therefrom:

o as a nation and a planet with two
sexes, thousands of religious doc.
rmes
and dozens of races, creeds
and cultures, how do you create
unity?

”

The Point 1 am making is that the
male-female pairs are
OPPOSITES, charge and discharge.
Without this division of thought by
MIND of Creator, there would be
no Creation. Creation is EFFECT
caused by the opposition of malefemale
balance
again which only occurs when
UNITY is achieved in GOD ONENESS.
Until men and
understand and
ences
and
sponsibilities
opposites, your
ate the balance
PhYsicallY and
monY.

women completely
respect their differco-creative

First there

created by each
human THE DESIRE
for UNITY with UNITY representing a shared vision of EQUAL
and
in all transactions and relationships with one another. Only those with a well-defined shared vision can
their
Next you must define your objettive. Let us say that your defined
Total freedom
from tyranny
and
existence) and global and in-

achieved UNITY OF
MIND understanding about what
you must work to reclaim exactly.
Thirdly, you must plan and agree
upon a
with each
:sharing responsibility for actions
::which work to achieve your shared
lobjective of reclaiming and pre,serving this, your Constitution of
‘the United States.
Fourthly, in order to truly BE
SUCCESSFUL, there must be an
understanding outlined in which
ALL operate under High Moral Integrity which, of course, involves a
basic inner understanding and
knowledge of THE LAWS OF
For if
‘GOD governing Human
/you seek to ruthlessly fight fire with
; fire in ways which defy BAL#IANCE, you will die by fire and
;gain nothing but sorrow for your
:objective will be blown away as a
feather in the wind.
PLL ARE ONE

In order to achieve your first objective as a Nation Created Under
GOD, you must first DESIRE
UNITY between ALL peoples. “n
order to do this you can no longer
First, you must locate the tools and
yourselves as male
feFor
male,
Christian
versus
Buddhist,
talents you already possess.
The Republic of The Black versus White, Republican
United states still has The U.S. versus Democrat. For you are ALL
Constitution and Bill of Rights related and there is ONLY ONE
which were documents designed to CREAToR.
prevent TYRANNY within the government and guarantee the individ- Only men and women who remain
ual the opportunity to pursue happi- ; superstitiously attached to their igness. Your adversaries cannot con- norance of God-truth and Godquer you completely until they do knowledge will continue to develop
with these documents and the
and disunity and remain
as tools of the adversary. It is your
freedoms guaranteed under them.
choice, my chelas.
Every human in this land c&=d
America, whether they be a she, or Can you give love to ALL your
a Christian, Buddhist, Judean or brethren as God does? Do you
Atheist; or whether they be a Na- think your SOUL essence is more
tive Indian, White, Asian, Hispanic or less important to God’? There is
or Black person will all reap the a saying, “God is ‘c&r’ blind. * 1
horrendous consequences of
GOD
CREATED
ALL
the LOSS of the United States “ILLUSIONS” OF COLOR. Do
Constitution and Bill of Rights. you think that he cares one whit
You will become a nation of slaves
more or less about the color of

Will not Cre- harmony.
it needs to survive
spiritually in har- Now how do you go about creating
your above objective?

DOMINANCE and SURRENDER

cannot continue as you are in
the roles of conqueror and conquered and succeed in achieving
balanced co-creation with God.
You cannot continue to have a war
between the sexes, a war between
races and creeds, and a war
between cultures and religions and
find peace, which only UNITY with
a COMMON (shared equally) purpose can bring.
You must rise
above
the
need
to
dominate and
“. . .
surrender and be conuered for in this manner of existence, no balance will be found.
I
When God is shut
by the harThis is a sued electtic universe in boring Of f@liW such as hat=&
every e$ect
motion, whether it be greed and mtolerancey Your oPporreceive God-knowledge
petal of a medow violet. EVeV and power is quite diminished.

God cannot regive unto man who
only takes from His Creation and
gives nothing back to God. For the rest of your world become the REAL you (your soulessence)
man who is dominated by his physi- slaves.
which is a part of Him as He is a
cal senses, who remains God-unpart of you.
aware
like he
in quicksand, Secondly, You must ALL become
helpless and POwerless to NMI~NJ~knowldg&le
about your freedoms
granted under the Constitution so
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It is written in the “so-called” Holy
Bible that I, Immanuel, Sananda
said, “I and My Father Are One.”
I ask that you meditate upon that
statement in THE LIGHT of HOLY
God’s presence and you WILL be
given TO KNOW the meaning as it
relates to YOU,
that truly be
your soul desire.
PEOPLE,
-CHOSEN
GOD’S CHOSEN LAND
The term “Israel” is used frequently
and erroneously in your “so called”
Holy Bible. Why do I say this?
Because in your Bible, it refers to a
specific race or “so called” race of
They call themselves
people.
“Jews”. This term was created by
your adversary in the 1700’s.
There actually exist two very different groupings under this title. They
are Hebrew Judeans and Khazar
Zionists.
Most Hebrew Judeans
believe in and worship God. Most
, Khazar Zionists are satanic atheists
as is often demonstrated by their
amoral and evil actions and behaviors. This subject of the Khazars,
Commander Hatonn has outlined
most comprehensively in several of
the PHOENIX JOURNALS, so I
will not comment further, except to
say this:
God would never
CHOOSE an entire race or humandeveloped religion above another.
For EACH individual’s soul-growth
is judged based upon THE WORKS
he or she accomplishes--balanced or
unbalanced.
The term “israel” spelled .with the
“i” in lowercase is the correct term
meaning “God’s chosen”. It
signify a place of tyranny and
corruption taken BY FORCE from
another group of people which is
now called “Israel”, located in your
Middle East.
The REPUBLIC of the United
States of America represents the
true “israel” because of the document which was created to have a
government run FOR THE PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE. NO other
country on your globe was given
the opportunity for divine freedom
and the pursuit of happiness such as
was outlined
._.
., . . in your’
. . Constitution
.._

“Intuition is telling me that. ..‘I, or
“My conscience tells me this is
SEEK TO
wrong”. TUNE IN.
KNOW THE WY-CAUSE. Then
you must wait upon God to reveal it
to you. It is best not to have PREconceptions about where and how
KNOW
You were also given RESPONSI- the answers will come.
THEY
WILL
COME
AND
BE
BILITY for maintaining the checks
and balances of your sovereignty. READY TO RECEIVE THEM.
It was NEVER designed to be
TAKEN FOR GRANTED. Your
forefathers knew the nature of their There is much information you
adversary who would enslave them. must have in order to conduct and
They WARNED “you, the people” plan your service to God and
endlessly about the threats which Country. For example, you must
were and would be made to the KNOW who your adversaries are
freedoms and instructions for gov- and what they plan and plot in order
ernment
operation
and
state to control, enslave and destroy you.
sovereignty which they outlaid.
this
source
HAVE YOU LISTENED? It is ap- Besides
aHE
parent that MOST of you have not PHOENIX JOURNALS
even had an inkling of the evil j
you can find truth from a
FEW
other
brave souls whom we
tyranny. perpetratt-d against you by
your would-be enslavers.
The have mentioned in earlier works.
question remains:
WILL YOU We bring truth which you can valiLISTEN NOW AND TAKE THE date if you so choose. Each of you
NECESSARY ACTION IN BE- will need to become investigators
HALF OF YOURSELVES AND on your own in your areas of interest to verify that which we give.
YOUR COUNTRY?
Some info will be difficult, but not
impossible to verify. Always you
THE KEYS TO CREATING
must measure information you receive
within the presence of God’s
-EDGE,
Light so that you will KNOW inRESPECT. TOLERANCE
stantly what the appropriate next
gnd CHARITY
step must be, if for example there is
LOVE: This I define as absolute, the probability of an earthquake
unconditional God-love, equal giv- near your home, you must make
For hu-man necessary decisions of preparations
ing and regiving.
(higher universal man) it is the re- as you are guided to do so within.
quired component of co-creation
with GOD. Love one another .as RESPECT: I will explain what I
This has explicitly mean by this term. To
God Loves you all.
NOTHING whatsoever to do with have high regard for and appreciathe “sexual” act. When you mani- tion of worth. And also to honor
fest God-love giving and regiving each being, creature and creation as
you WILL create balanced transac- the equal fragment or portion of
God’s divided thinking, which has
tions.
been created from the still Light of
KNOWLEDGE: This I define as His Knowing. To create UNITY,
and a subheading you individuals must respect and
honor your differences, as long as
called,
they (your differences) do not defy
Desire to the Laws of God and Creation.
Desire is the key.
KNOW and SERVE God who Does this mean you will always
Learn to agree or do things in the same way
dwells WITHIN you.
listen to His whispers and shouts. or see things from the same point of
Certainly .not.. .(until
Your success can be measured perception?
according to the level and intensity of course, you attain spiritual perof your desire. “The call compels fection and become One With God
the answer,” so KNOW your in your KNOWING). Remember
desires. They are’ felt as SOUL this: Your deepest and most proawareness. You ones may ,refer to found I spiritual challenges come
. with .your
it .as, “My Heart says this .....” or my fr0.m .your inter-act,ions
_ .._..

and Bill of Rights. Your country is
a nation created UNDER GOD,
with many cultures, races and religions experiencing and sharing
these God-given opportunities together.

fellow brethren on physical earth
incarnations.
TOLERANCE:
As with RESPECT, you must exercise TOLERANCE when you encounter differences in regard to how another
thinks, perceives, looks, responds
and behaves. That is, as long as
their behavior does not defy God’s
Laws or infringe upon your freedom of development of your cocreative potential. In no manner do
I use this term to imply BLIND
TOLERANCE to allow all to DO
and SAY whatever they choose and
call it “freedom of expression” or as
so often referred to “rights” which
blatantly disregard the Laws of
God. Also, never must you sanction behavior which is evil when
you KNOW it to be evil. Never
either must you turn your back on
your adversary! Face evil within
God’s presence and evil will cower
and fall away...unless you turn the
other cheek and allow evil to intimidate you! It will, if YOU allow
it!
Can you force another to NOT defy
God’s laws? No. You can, however, encourage them to not do
something and explain WHY you
do not sanction their choice or behavior. Ultimately they will DO
what they will do, and unless they
attempt to do something against you
or your family, you cannot use
force to stop them, for example,
from having an abortion (which is
murder).
CHARITY: What I mean by charity is sharing brotherly LOVE.
Giving and sharing Good Will with
your brethren. Generosity given to
the deserving by allowing God
within to measure/judge how and to
whom He will regive. Doing unto
others as you would have them do
unto you. Treat the sick and poor
and spiritually ignorant people with
dignity, generosity, patience and
compassion that they may feel
worthy and are given an example of
how to, perhaps, create the desire to
move their awareness beyond their
suffering and neediness. Always be
generous with The Light which
YOU
to assist another, You
see, my precious chelas, generosity

., .

.
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often really has little to do with
money or physical “things”, although sharing with others and
giving food and other items when
needed is most commendable
it is truly done for LOVE and not
obligation, social recognition or expectation.
All you need ever do is ask Our
Father who dwells within you:
“What is the Highest and best response to this situation?”
or
“Please show me the right and balanced response to this circumstance.
Not my will, Father, let thine will
be done.” In this way can you raise
character
to the
your spiritual
----E”‘-

--
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when in Egypt, for a time, the
Egyptians lived with the Highest
Moral Character of your recent civilization, and put their fellow men
and women before self, with the desire to love and be loved in all their

interchanges. My beloved brother,
Walter Russell, wrote of this way of
life, as has Germain in the recent
PLEIADES CONNECTIONS series. We call it RYTHMIC BALANCED INTERCHANGE. So be
it.
I will close this document.

Thank
you Druthea, for your service. You
have done well this day.
Be at
peace, chela, for I am always with
thee. I AM SANANDA, One With
God. Walk gently with one another
in Peace and Love. Salu.

HOMELESS:

3

continued from page 6

assistance from any social service bedroom home in the Mexican state seasonally.
agency alt)qugh half live in pover- of Sonora. “They’ve left us on our
Yet slowly, the pace is becoming
ty. Among *grant
families, only 9
less
hectic, even among families
percent take government help.
Meanwhile, increasing numbers

Still, men like Castro say they of men are moving in from Mexico,
would like to tuck their children into taking what housing they can or
bed in a house each night and send traveling in groups on the road.
them to school each morning.
Although unaccompanied men are
“In reality, I don’t understand concentrated in the Midwest and
the.dimension of the problem,” Cas- Northeast, “significant”
numberS
tro said. “My perspective might be also are coming to California,
acabout a very small part of a huge cording to Mines.
problem.”
The federal demographer, who
But in the group of about 120
b&
pubwed KS “Findings
farm workers who cut table grapes from Ym
the National Agricultural
with Castro in the fields off Seventh Workers Survey,” has been studyStandard Road, more than 30 are ing migratory patterns both in Calihomeless.
fornia and nationally since the
They, like the Castro family, are 1970s.His reports are used f&quenG
forced into the fields to sleep, un- ly in Washington as a starting Point
able to come up with a month’s rent for other migrant studies.
and a demt and unsure how long
He said the influx of unaccompathey will live in one place. Landlords are reluctant to ‘rent to mi- nied men may mean added trouble.
‘grants because their stays are so More families with children may be
short and they tend to overcrowd forced .b t&e b the road. And &e
ma,
of whom me
units, according to a 1933 survey
conducted by the state housing de married, may soon settle and call
for their wives and children back
partment.
Migrant families rarely know j home.
Arvin city aCia&
seeing the
their way around the communities
influx of unattached mfgrant men#
nearby. The simplest place to sleep
are considering a Plan to bdd a
is outside.
3oO-bed
complex ‘South of town just
But that is far from simple.
Weekly, sometimes
nightly,
ranchers or hired hands drive
through the orchards to roust camp
ers. Sheriff’s deputies finally asked
the Castros to leave their afternoon
hangout next to a convenience store
at Seventh Standard Road and Highway 46.
“Nobody’s responsible for the
workers,” said Castro, 34, who
dreams of returning to his three

“I’ve made home calls and found
children living literally in one room.
I have found the families living in a
little trailer with just nothing.”
Last year, only one of Myers’ 30
students paid full price for school
lunches. The rest were poor enough
to qualify for free or discounted
meals.
Periodically, the Parent-Teacher
Association at Richland Primaryl
School scrapes together money fod
much-needed eyeglasses or clothing;
“Some of them are so very
poor,” Myers ‘said.
live in
very deprived conditions. I’ve heard
them speak about wanting to have a
room of their own and a bed of their
own.”

who make annual pilgrimages to the
San Joaquin Valley,
“There isn’t the constant mobilitY t.bere was 20 years ago 99 said
Adriana SalinasSimmons, cd-founder of h Farmha, an family education program based in Woodland.
“You used to see a. family come in
for a while, then
‘somewhere else.
Now, most of them maintain a home
in one
and
somewhere else to work. Then they’ll
come back.”
Delcia Chavez wishes for a room
But troubles in school are no of her own.
less.
She and her seven brothers and
ND TEAC&JRS KNOW the sisters live with two other families
at in a three-room house off Weedchildren’s
problems
school mean bigger troubles Patch Highway. In a& 16 PeoPIe
crowd the $500-per-month rental,
at home.
“These children in general hove but Delcia’s parents want to move
a very high record of absence from Into a cheaper* smaller Place“It’s too much bills for that
school,” said Colleen Myers, who
‘teaches a bilingual first-grade class house,” said Delco% 12, m stilted
English.,, “My dad wants to find a
at Shafter’s Richland Primary +railer
School. “Of course, it’s not their
’
fault. But when they’re kept out of yeaz
~~1~~~
~dto~~~
school that much, it affects their money by cle&
&m
It,s thb
attitude about learning. They get duty ,.o help the family Shesw;mts
e;apd
because they miss the
to go to college, to find work that
eases her family out of this cycle of

her sister attend classes. “But once
you get their confidence, they talk.

Protocols continued
from page 10
upon the brotherhood of humanity,
unconnected with the conception of
equality, which is negatived by the In order to give the goyim no time
very laws of creation, for they have to think and take note, their minds
established subordination.
Thus, all the nasuch a faith as this a people might
tions
will
be
be governed by a wardship of
parishes, and would walk contentagain, in order
hand of its spiritual pastor submit- that freedom may once and for all
ting to the dispositions of God upon d.lsmtegrate
.
and ruin the communiearth. This is the reason
US to Unde?n& dustry on a speculative basis; the
result of this will be that what is
goyim
withdrawn from the land by indus-

Zionism continued from page 16
Europe. That ugly story is told in a them by the presence of British solbook called “The Memoirs of diers. Although in public the Zionists rejecter: U.N trusteeship, inYitzak Ben Ami”.
wardly they were rejoicing, because
Again, the legitimate occupants of soon they would be fr= to attack
the land of Palestine were never the Arabs and Palestinians, and
consulted. Note the strategy used. drive them off their ancestral lands,
Truman did not demand that without interference from British
1,OOO,OOOJewish “refugees” be troops, who later became as much
admitted all at once, instead he the targets of Zionist murderers as
chose the Fabian method of gradu- did the Arabs.
ally creeping along toward the deThe Zionists were preparing for wan
sired total.
and the port of Eilot began to fill
On October 20th. 1945, Syria, Iraq, with shipping carrying weapons fo1
Egypt and Lebanon sent an official the Irgun, Stern and Haganah terto Truman, warning that the rorist. The British sent Sir William
creation of a Jewish state in Pales- Stephenson “the Man Called Inltine would lad to war.
trepid” to teach and train the Irgun,
snored the warning. On July 22nd. Haganah and Stern gangs. It is in1946, the Zionists showed what was teresting to note that members 01
,in store for Palestine unless their. these terrorists gangs were late]
‘demands were met,, by blowing up “sheep-clipped” and became rethe King David Hotel in Jerusalem, spectable members of the Herut and
killing 91 people. Both Begin and Likud parties, who went on to make
Shamir took part in that criminal up a large part of the Israeli parliaenterprise, and as I stated earlier, ment known as the Knesset.
Prime Minister Shamir is proud to
admit hi,s terrorist past, saying it Support for the
was necessary for the advancement came from leading U.S. Jews like
of the Jewish state.
Max Fisher and the Canadian Edgar
Bronfman , heir to the bootleg
After Britain referred the “Palestine whiskey fortune turned respectable
problem” (read ZIONBT problem) under the company name of seato the United Nations, the majority gram. The Sharon-Drobles plan tc
of the delegates voted to partition “acquire” Arab lands began in
Palestine into Arab and Jewish earnest in 1967, which
scam
states, with Jerusalem under a U.N. provided the bulk of the lands upon
mandate.
which
settlements
Iwere to be built.
This
what the
Wanted, becaUSe now they would be lThis is Part 11 of a
free of the constraints placed

try will slip through the hands and
pass into speculation, that .is, to our
classes.
The intensified struggle for superiority and shocks delivered to economic life will create, nay, have already created, disenchanted, cold
and heartless communities.
Such
communities will foster a strong
aversion towards the higher political
and towards religion. Their only
guide is gain, that is Gold, which
they will erect into a veritable cult,
for the sake of those material delights which it can give. Then will
the hour strike when, not for the
sake of attaining the good, not even
of ha\Po win wealth, but solely
8;red towards the privileged, the
l(Dwer classes of the
will fol11
ow our lead against our rivals for
Fmwer, the intellectuals of the
8
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Nhat form of administrative rule
an be given to communities in
vhich corruption has penetrated evqwhere,
communities
where
‘iches are attained only by the
lever surprise tactics of semi-swinlling tricks; where looseness reigns;
vhere morality is maintained by peial measures and harsh laws but not
by voluntarily accepted principles;
vhere the feelings towards faith and
1.:ountry
are obliterated by cosnopolitan convictions? What form
)f rule is to be given to these comnunities if not that despotism which
shall describe to you later? We
shall create an intensified centralzation of government in order to
;rip in our hands all the forces of
he community. We shall regulate
nechanically all the actions of the
mlitical life of our subjects by new
aws.
Continuedin the next issue
n
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